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Abstract
We present a complete and independent list of the dimension 9 operator basis in the Standard Model effective field
theory by an automatic algorithm based on the amplitude-operator correspondence. A complete basis (y-basis) is first
constructed by enumerating Young tableau of an auxiliary SU(N) group and the gauge groups, with the equation-of-
motion and integration-by-part redundancies all removed. In the presence of repeated fields, another basis (p-basis)
with explicit flavor symmetries among them is derived from the y-basis, which further induces a basis of independent
monomial operators through a systematic process called de-symmetrization. Our form of operators have advantages
over the traditional way of presenting operators constrained by flavor relations, in the simplicity of both eliminating
flavor redundancies and identifying independent flavor-specified operators. We list the 90456 (560) operators for three
(one) generations of fermions, all of which violate baryon number or lepton number conservation; among them we find
new violation patterns as ∆B = 2 and ∆L = 3, which only appear at the dimensions d ≥ 9.
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2
1 Introduction
Being the most successful theory of particle physics to date, the standard model (SM) still leaves many questions about
the nature of matter unanswered, which motivates direct and indirect experimental searches on new physics (NP). For
instance, the baryon asymmetry of the universe and nonzero neutrino masses may indicate that the baryon number ∆B
and the lepton number ∆L should be violated via additional new degrees of freedom. The absence of signals of physics
beyond the SM at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) suggests that new particles are either very weakly coupled or much
heavier than the electroweak scale. Assuming that new particles live at high energies, Λ, well above the electroweak
scale, their effects at experimental energies much below Λ can be systematically described under the effective field
theory (EFT) framework.
The Standard Model effective field theory (SMEFT) provides a systematic approach to describe the effects of heavy
particles at low energy in a model-independent way. The SMEFT Lagrangian can be systematically organized by the
dimension of effective operators in inverse powers of the heavy scale Λ, as follows
LSMEFT = LSM +
1
Λ
L5 +
1
Λ2
L6 +
1
Λ3
L7 +
1
Λ4
L8 +
1
Λ5
L9 + · · · , Ld =
∑
i
c
(d)
i O(d)i (1.1)
where each O(d)i denotes a Lorentz-and gauge-invariant operator of canonical mass dimension d with SM degrees of
freedom only, and its Wilson coefficient c(d)i parameterizes size of possible deviations from SM predictions. For each
dimension d, theO(d)i construction follows that one writes all the possible Lorentz and gauge invariants using SM fields
solely. Although it is possible to find a set of operators with Lorentz and gauge invariance for a given mass dimension
d, these sets might be redundant due to possible relations between different operators. By means of equations of motion
(EOM), Fierz identities, and integration by parts (IBP), one can eliminate redundancies for each dimension and obtain a
complete and also independent operator basis. The operators up to dimension 7 have been listed in this way in Ref. [1–8].
At dimension 8 and higher, the number of such operators increases tremendously, which makes the task very tedious
and prone to error. Instead, we provided a systematic and automated method [9] to write a complete and independent
basis directly, which has been applied to listing the complete dimension 8 operators in the SMEFT. At the same time,
Ref. [10] utilizing the traditional way to treat the EOM and IBP redundancies also write down the dimension 8 operators.
Compared to Ref. [10], since we started from the operators in which the EOM is absent and the IBP is treated in the
beginning, the correctness of our result is theoretically guaranteed from the first principle. It is also pointed out [9]
that our method provides a relatively simple way to enumerate all the independent flavor-specified operators, while the
traditional method has not.
Both the origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry and the Majorana origin of the neutrino masses are tied to the
baryon number violation (BNV) or lepton number violations (LNV), which only arise at the non-renormalizable level
of the SM Lagrangian. Therefore, the ∆B- and ∆L-violating processes, such as nucleon decay, neutron-antineutron
oscillation, and neutrino-less double beta decay, could be parametrized systematically in the SMEFT. The SMEFT
systematically classifies effective operators with the fact that (a) baryon and lepton number violation (BLV) has to occur
with integer units and (b) (∆B,∆L) = (odd, odd) or (even, even), and (c) the ∆B −∆L number violation satisfies
|∆B −∆L| =
0, 4, 8, · · · , for d = even,2, 6, · · · , for d = odd, (1.2)
based on the requirement that the operator is invariant under the weak hypercharge symmetry and the Lorentz sym-
metry [11–13]. Therefore, from above we learn that operators at odd dimensions must have BNV or LNV, and that
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|∆B − ∆L| = 2 up to dimension 15 1. At the odd dimensions, the LNV processes with ∆L = 2, relevant to the
leptogenesis mechanism, neutrino-less double beta decay, and the neutrino masses, exist [14, 15]. For example, if the
leptogenesis or baryogenesis occurs at temperatures above the weak scale, B − L violation is required to avoid the
washout effect by the electroweak sphalerons and at the same time, constraints from proton two-body decays (which
conserves B − L) are not applicable. At dimension 5, the only operator is the Weinberg operator [1] with (∆B,∆L) =
(0, 2), while at dimension 7, all the operators have BLV with possibilities (∆B,∆L) = (0,±2), (±1,∓1) [7], which
either break the lepton number by 2 or induce proton two-body decay.
Starting from dimension 9, besides the operators with (∆B,∆L) = (0,±2), (±1,∓1), there are new violation
patterns in the operators with (∆B,∆L) = (±1,±3), (±2, 0). First, operators relevant for ∆B = 2 processes, such
as neutron-antineutron oscillations, appear first at d = 9 [16], which are directly connected to the low-scale realization
of the baryogenesis without the need for sphaleron processes. Second, the ∆L = 3 processes can only arise from
dimension 9 and higher operators [17, 18]. The lepton number violated only in three units implies the proton decay
final states must be at least three-body and the new physics associated at a scale could be as low as 1 TeV, which opens
the possibility of searching for such processes not only in proton decay experiments but also at the LHC [18]. Finally,
operators with ∆L = 2 are supposed to be sub-dominate over the ones at dimension 5 and 7 levels. However, if the
∆L = 2 operators start to appear at the dimension 9 level, new physics effect could be as low as 1 TeV and thus can
be tested at the LHC in the near future. For example, typically the operators for the Majorana neutrino masses, such
as Weinberg operators, are related to the tree-level seesaw, and thus the new physics scale is quite high. However, if
the Majorana neutrino masses are generated from the tree-level mechanisms at dimension 9, the related new physics is
around the TeV scale [19]. Thus one expects that the LHC experiment will start to explore these kinds of models in the
near future. In the neutrino-less double beta decay processes, if the dominant contributions originate from the dimension
9 operators [20, 21], one expects the new physics scale should be around TeV, and thus collider experiments could also
shed light on such kinds of new physics in the near future. Hence, listing a complete set of dimension 9 operators will
set up the framework for these phenomenology studies.
We adopt the method in [9] to list the dimension 9 operators in the SMEFT. While the method is elaborated in [9], we
present in this paper more details about its motivation stemming from the so-called amplitude-operator correspondence.
By establishing the one-to-one correspondence between the effective operators and the local amplitudes they generate,
we first categorize them in terms of the external states in the scattering – a certain collection of particles in the EFT. A
category of operators thus found is called a type. For a given type of operators, we define a couple of bases for various
uses as follows:
• y-basis: Our algorithm utilizes group theory technique to enumerate an independent and complete basis as a
collection of Young tableau for each factor of the operators, thus named Young tableau basis or y-basis. For the
Lorentz factor, the basis is obtained as the Semi-Standard Young Tableau (SSYT) of an auxiliary SU(N) group,
where N is the number of fields; for the gauge groups, the basis is given by Young tableau constructed from the
Littlewood-Richardson (L-R) rule.
• m-basis: For practical purposes, the operator basis had better be monomials, while the y-basis operators, after
transforming to the usual convention, are often long polynomials. By a systematic reduction to y-basis, we can
1On the other hand, for the dimension-even operators, we have |∆B −∆L| = 0, and (∆B,∆L) = (0, 0), (±1,±1) at the dimension 6 and 8
level. These operators with (∆B,∆L) = (±1,±1) cause proton decay in modes such as Grand Unifications, and thus highly constrained by proton
two-body decay searches. Starting from dimension 10, we have |∆B −∆L| = 0, 4 with additional BLV possibilities (∆B,∆L) = (−1, 3), (0, 4)
(dim 10), and (∆B,∆L) = (−2, 2), (2, 2) (dim 12), etc.
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select a set of monomial operators that have independent coordinates with respect to the y-basis. A complete basis
of monomial operators selected this way is called an m-basis, which is highly non-unique.
• p-basis: Even the y-basis is not enough when repeated fields are present, as explained in [9] from the operator
viewpoint. In this paper, we also illustrate this extra constraint from the amplitude viewpoint, which introduces the
symmetric permutation basis, or p-basis, as the symmetrized flavor-blind amplitude basis and the corresponding
operators. The symmetrization procedure provides a full-rank conversion matrix from the y-basis to the p-basis,
which guarantees its independence and completeness. p-basis operators when viewed as flavor tensors of a group
of repeated fields, the ones that form a basis of an irrep of the symmetric group are related by certain permutations.
• p’-basis: To reduce the lengths of operators in the usual notation, while keeping the flavor symmetries manifest,
we develop a systematic procedure, the de-symmetrization, to obtain a series of m-basis operators that symmetrize
to independent combinations of the p-basis with the same flavor symmetry. The procedure is especially important
if multiple representation spaces of the same symmetry exist. This is a new part of our method that was not
developed in [9].
The resulting operator basis we obtain with the above method is listed in terms of various levels of categories:
• Class: A (Lorentz) class includes types of operators with a given amount of fields under each Lorentz irreducible
representation (irrep) and the same amount of covariant derivatives, such that they may share the same Lorentz
structures. It is different from the concept of operator “class” in other literature, because we distinguish the
chiralities of the fields as their corresponding particles have definite helicities. In particular, fermions and gauge
bosons should be written on the chiral basis in our notation. The list of possible classes at a given dimension is
model-independent, as we show in the tables at dimension 9, though not all of them show up in specific models.
• Type: The definition is given previously. All the types are obtained by plugging field content of the SMEFT
into the dimension 9 classes, making sure that the representations of them could form singlets for each symmetry
group. We emphasize that our “type” has more rigorous definitions than those in the other literature, as we specify
the way to eliminate the EOM redundancy so that the type of operators we define only corresponds to local
amplitudes they can generate for a given collection of external particles.
• Term: The p-basis or p’-basis are operators with free flavor indices, which contract with Wilson coefficient tensors
to form a (Lagrangian) term. The corresponding amplitude basis is flavor-blind. Our “terms” are irreducible flavor
tensors with a specific flavor symmetry λ, different from the concept of “terms” in other literature [10, 22] where
flavor tensors with different symmetries may merge into a reducible tensor. We compare the form of our terms
to the traditional form of operators with flavor relations [3, 11, 23] to show their equivalence, and explain the
privileges of our form.
• Operator: The number of (flavor-specified) operators per term can be understood as the independent entries in the
Wilson coefficient tensor, constrained by the flavor symmetry. One can also view the independent operators as
p-basis contracted with independent flavor tensor basis, labeled by flavor Young tableau.
The paper is organized as follows. In section. 2, we discuss the principle to find independent and complete operators
with the amplitude-operator correspondence. In section. 3, we describe the general ideas of how to obtain a complete
set of independent operators with free flavor indices in y-, m-, p-bases and how to convert them to each other. In
section. 4, we take a concrete example to show how to obtain a set of independent terms for a given type of operators
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and demonstrate the advantages of listing operators in the level of terms with definite flavor permutation symmetry. In
sections 5, we list all the independent terms for dimension-9 in the SMEFT with different categories. We reach our
conclusion in section. 6. Additionally, in appendix. A, we list useful formulae transforming operators between two- and
four-component spinor notations, and in appendix. B we provide a list of sub-classes up to dimension 9.
2 On-shell Convention for Effective Operators
The Lagrangian of the SMEFT consists of the SM fields
Fermion : Lαi, eCα, Qαai, u
a
Cα, d
a
Cα, (2.1)
Boson : GAµν ,W
I
µν , Bµν , Hi, (2.2)
and their covariant derivatives Dµ along with the following group factors:
Lorentz : σµναβ , σ¯
µν
α˙β˙
, σµαα˙, σ¯
µα˙α, αβ , ˜α˙β˙ , (2.3)
SU(2) : IJK , δIJ , (τ I)ji , ij , 
ij , (2.4)
SU(3) : fABC , dABC , δAB , (λA)ba, abc, 
abc, (2.5)
which result in the invariant operators under the Lorentz group SL(2,C) = SU(2)l×SU(2)r and the SM gauge group
SU(3)C × SU(2)W × U(1)Y . Here the indices for the fundamental representation of the SU(2)l and SU(2)r groups
are denoted by (α, β, γ, δ) and (α˙, β˙, γ˙, δ˙). The indices for the fundamental and adjoint representations of the SU(3)C
are (a, b, c, d) and (A,B,C,D) while those for the SU(2)W are (i, j, k, l) and (I, J,K,L), respectively. These are
conventional notations for the effective operators, which we use to represent our final result – the complete set of dim-9
operators in the SMEFT – in section 5.
Although operators in this notation are more familiar to phenomenologists, it is hard to systematically define an
independent basis for them, given the redundancies due to the EOM and the IBP relation. The usual way to achieve this
goal is to write down an over-complete basis and derive their dependencies manually [3,8,10,22,24,25]. However, this
has to be done model by model, and becomes extraordinarily cumbersome at higher dimensions. In Ref. [26–30], it was
pointed out that independent operators could be enumerated in terms of their corresponding local on-shell amplitudes,
dubbed the amplitude basis. Ref. [31] further proposed an algorithm to enumerate independent amplitude basis subject to
momentum conservation, which is equivalent to the IBP redundancy as we will explain shortly. In Ref. [9], an integrated
algorithm using the correspondence was proposed and applied to the enumeration of the dimension 8 operators in the
SMEFT. In this section, we would like to elaborate the amplitude-operator correspondence and prove its applicability to
the task of operator enumeration.
2.1 Amplitude-operator correspondence
The correspondence is in particular about operators as Lagrangian terms, which are Lorentz singlets, so that they directly
contribute to scattering amplitudes. Among the amplitudes they contribute, the set of local amplitudes or “amplitude
basis”2 span a linear space isomorphic to the operator space. To prove the isomorphism, we first investigate the general
2More specifically, the amplitude basis are featured as being “unfactorizable”, in the sense that they do not have poles or branch cuts in the
kinematic space where they should factorize due to the unitarity. This feature makes them the building blocks of any amplitudes, because the
factorizable ones should ultimately factorize to them at particular kinematic configuration.
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structure of amplitude basis, which we express in terms of the spinor helicity variables λiα, λ˜α˙i , defined as
pµi = λ
α
i σ
µ
αα˙λ˜
α˙
i , (2.6)
up to the little group transformations3λi → e−iϕ/2λi, λ˜i → eiϕ/2λ˜i, while the spinor indices are raised and lowered
by the Levi-Civita tensor 12 = −21 = +1. The number of constituting spinors is constrained by the little group
representations of the external particles, e.g. the helicities for massless particles. The amplitude basis B should respect
the little group representations of all the external particles. For example, under the little group U(1)i for the ith massless
particle, it should gain a phase B → eihiϕB. Therefore in general, massless particle of helicity hi contributes a factor
λri−hii λ˜
ri+hi
i that has the correct little group weight, where ri ≥ |hi| is a free (half-)integer parameter. The general
form of the amplitude basis reads
B (φa11 (p1), . . . , φaNN (pN )) = T a1,...,aNM(h1, . . . , hN ), M(h1, . . . , hN ) ∼
N∏
i=1
λri−hii λ˜
ri+hi
i (2.7)
where φi, i = 1, . . . , N are the external particle multiplets with momenta pi, and ai are the collections of group indices
for them. The mass dimension of the amplitude is determined as [B] ≡ r = ∑i ri. The kinematic factor M is a
function of the spinor variables that only depends on the helicities hi of the external particles, and characterize the
energy dependency and the angular distribution of the amplitude. Global Lorentz invariance demands that all spinor
indices are contracted, which are conventionally denoted as
λαi λjα =: 〈ij〉 , λ˜iα˙λ˜α˙j =: [ij], (2.8)
thusM must consist of n = r−h2 number of 〈·〉 type brackets and n˜ = r+h2 number of [·] type brackets, h =
∑
i hi
being the total helicity. The group factor T is the product of tensors for each group under which the multiplets φa
transform. For symmetry groups, like the gauge group or some global symmetry group, T has to be invariant tensors.
The index a can also include the flavor degree of freedom, which not necessarily has a symmetry, while the tensor in
charge does not have to be invariant tensors. We can define the subspace of local amplitudes with the same set of external
particles φa11 , . . . , φ
aN
N and the same mass dimension r as a “type”, in which various amplitude basis are specified by
the group tensors T , the partition ri, and the structure of spinor contractions. Furthermore, the types with the same tuple
(h1, . . . , hN ; r) form a “class” that share the same bases of the kinematic factorsM. Note that we do not have to specify
the division between the initial and final states because different divisions are simply related by crossing symmetry and
analytic continuation.
Here we take a simple example to illustrate: the amplitude basis for 4 left-handed fermions. Each of them contributes
a factor λri+1/2i λ˜
ri−1/2
i where ri is a positive half integer. The lowest mass dimension is when ri = 1/2 and r = 2, and
we have the following possible contractions
M1(−1/2,−1/2,−1/2,−1/2; r = 2) = 〈12〉 〈34〉 ,
M2(−1/2,−1/2,−1/2,−1/2; r = 2) = 〈13〉 〈42〉 ,
M3(−1/2,−1/2,−1/2,−1/2; r = 2) = 〈14〉 〈23〉 .
(2.9)
Schouten identity indicates thatM1 +M2 +M3 = 0, which reduces the number of independent amplitude basis by
1. This redundancy is equivalent to the Fierz identity for operators, which we will solve systematically later. For higher
3The definition can be extended for massive particles, whose little group is SU(2) and hence the spinor variables have an extra SU(2) index
I, J . . . . In this paper we only enumerate amplitude basis for massless particles.
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mass dimension r = 3 where one of the ri takes 3/2, there is only one λ˜ which cannot form Lorentz singlet. Thus the
next available dimension is r = 4, for instance r1 = r2 = 3/2 and r3 = r4 = 1/2, and one possible amplitude basis is
M1(−1/2,−1/2,−1/2,−1/2; r = 4) = 〈12〉2 〈34〉 [12]. (2.10)
Later in section 2.2, we will derive the full constraints on these parameters, so that we can enumerate the valid classes
(h1, . . . , hN ; r) that could form Lorentz singlet.
To find the operator that generates such amplitude basis, one simply does the following translation
λri±1i λ˜
ri∓1
i ⇔ Dri−1FL/R i
λ
ri±1/2
i λ˜
ri∓1/2
i ⇔ Dri−1/2ψ(†)i
λrii λ˜
ri
i ⇔ Driφi
(2.11)
where FL/R = 12 (F ∓ iF˜ ) are the chiral basis of the gauge bosons, and ψ denotes left-handed Weyl spinors. For a
unified notation, right-handed Weyl spinors are denoted as conjugates of some left-handed spinors ψα˙R = 
α˙β˙(ψ†L)β˙ .
All the spinor indices for the operators on the right hand side are made totally symmetric, among dotted and undotted
indices respectively, the same as those on the left hand side. These indices are contracted between such building blocks
according to how the spinor variables are contracted. Thus the Lorentz structure corresponding to the kinematic factor
in eq. (2.7) is given by
M(Φ1, . . . ,ΦN )a1,...,aN = (αiαj )⊗n(˜α˙iα˙j )⊗n˜
N∏
i=1
(Dri−|hi|Φi,ai)
α˙
ri+hi
i
α
ri−hi
i
, (2.12)
and the operator corresponding to the full amplitude basis B is given by
O = T a1,...,aNM(Φ1, . . . ,ΦN )a1,...,aN , (2.13)
where T is the same group tensor as that in eq. (2.7). Up to linear combinations, this is the general form of operator
basis. The notion of taking the power of spinor indices is made possible by the total symmetry among them, while the
’s and the ˜’s exactly correspond to the 〈·〉 and [·] brackets in the amplitudes. The “type” of operators can be defined
similar to that of the amplitudes, as the operators consisting of the same group of fields Φ1, . . . ,ΦN and at the same
dimension d = r + N . It is easy to verify that, among the local amplitudes, these operators indeed generate, and only
generate, the corresponding one. One may question about the possibility of generating other local amplitudes with more
gauge bosons when covariant derivatives are present, because in the Feynman rules the covariant derivatives indeed
generate extra vertices with more gauge bosons. However, these vertices are not gauge invariant, and the final gauge
invariant amplitudes with contributions from these operators are non-local. Consider an operator OµDµΨ contributing
to an amplitude with extra photon γ from the covariant derivative of the charged field Ψ:
A(OΨγ) = 〈O|Oµ(−igAµ)Ψ|Ψγ〉+ 〈O|(Oµ∂µΨ)(JµΨAµ)|Ψγ〉
s=m2Ψ−→ 〈O|Oµ∂µΨ|Ψ〉 × 〈Ψ|JµΨAµ|Ψγ〉 ,
(2.14)
where JΨ is the charged Ψ current that minimally couple to the photon field A. The first term is the local but gauge
dependent vertex contribution, while the sum is gauge invariant but contains a mass pole for Ψ, at which the amplitude
factorize into an amplitude basis without the photon and an amplitude basis for the minimal coupling.
Do the operators in eq. (2.12) exhaust all the possible forms of gauge invariant operators? The only caveat comes
from the requirement of total symmetries among the spinor indices. It turns out that if they are not totally symmetric,
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indicating their corresponding amplitude (of the given type) contains antisymmetric spinors from the same particle, the
resulting amplitude basis must vanish due to the on-shell condition λi[αλiβ] = 〈ii〉 αβ = 0. It follows from the relations
D[αα˙Dβ]β˙ = DµDνσ
µ
[αα˙σ
ν
β]β˙
= −D2αβα˙β˙ +
i
2
[Dµ, Dν ]αβ σ¯
µν
α˙β˙
,
D[αα˙ψβ] = Dµσ
µ
[αα˙ψβ] = −αβ(D/ψ)α˙,
D[αα˙FLβ]γ = DµFνρσ
µ
[αα˙σ
νρ
β]γ = 2D
µFµναβσ
ν
γα˙,
(2.15)
together with the identity i[Dµ, Dν ] =
∑
Fµν and the EOM that these operators would be convertible to operators of
other types, where we are supposed to have obtained a complete basis. Therefore, from the on-shell point of view, these
operators of different forms from eq. (2.12) belong to, or contain ingredients from, other types of operators, which are
not independent. It is important to stick to this self-consistent definition of “type” for operator basis to prevent over-
counting, each “type” forming a subspace of operators that do not overlap with each other. After this clarification, the
EOM redundancy is automatically taken care of.
Up to this point, the correspondence has been set up between polynomials of spinor helicity variables4and Lorentz
singlet operators. Moving forward to on-shell amplitudes and Lagrangian terms, the extra constraint for both are the
momentum conservation and the IBP redundancy, which are exactly isomorphic to each other: equal amplitudes due to
the momentum conservation exactly correspond to equivalent operators related by the IBP. For example, the following
equality holds for 4-point amplitudes
〈12〉 [23] = 〈1|p2|3] = −〈1|(p1 + p3 + p4)|3] = −〈14〉 [43],
which corresponds to the operator equivalence
(ψ1σ
µψ¯3)Dµφ2φ4 ∼ −(ψ1σµψ¯3)φ2Dµφ4.
Terms that convert to other types by EOM are omitted, which stems from 〈11〉 = [33] = 0. In sum, taking momentum
conservation into account, the amplitude basis corresponds to an IBP non-redundant basis of operators. Inspired by this
correspondence, our strategy of operator enumeration is essentially the enumeration of amplitude basis.
The physical reason for such correspondence is that the free parameters of the theory should count the same in both
the Lagrangian formalism and the on-shell formalism. While it is straightforward to define them in a Lagrangian as the
independent Wilson coefficients, the free parameters in the on-shell formalism should be encoded in local amplitudes
because they are the ultimate outcome of the cascade of unitarity factorization of any amplitudes. Building a quan-
tum field theory from the operator basis and their Wilson coefficients is already a textbook technique, but building a
theory from the corresponding amplitude basis has not been as successful, though we show that they contain the same
amount of information. The recursion relations developed in the past decade [33] are only applicable to certain “on-
shell constructible” theories [34], whereas a more general on-shell formalism from amplitude basis is still waiting to be
discovered.
2.2 On-shell building blocks and Lorentz classes
In light of the amplitude-operator correspondence eq. (2.11), we adopt the chiral basis of the fields and derivatives, all
with spinor indices, which are in the irreducible representations (jl, jr) of the Lorentz group SU(2)l × SU(2)r
φ ∈ (0, 0), ψα ∈ (1/2, 0), ψ†α˙ ∈ (0, 1/2), (2.16)
4Such polynomial functions are regarded as form factors of operators [32] which characterize the state generated by an operator from the vacuum
F = 〈ψ|O|0〉, which is not a physical process and does not satisfy momentum conservation.
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Fields SU(2)l × SU(2)r h SU(3)C SU(2)W U(1)Y Flavor B L
GALαβ (1, 0) −1 8 1 0 1 0 0
W ILαβ (1, 0) −1 1 3 0 1 0 0
BLαβ (1, 0) −1 1 1 0 1 0 0
Lαi
(
1
2 , 0
) − 12 1 2 − 12 nf 0 1
eCα
(
1
2 , 0
) − 12 1 1 1 nf 0 −1
Qαai
(
1
2 , 0
) − 12 3 2 16 nf 13 0
uaCα
(
1
2 , 0
) − 12 3 1 − 23 nf − 13 0
daCα
(
1
2 , 0
) − 12 3 1 13 nf − 13 0
Hi (0, 0) 0 1 2 12 1 0 0
Table 1: The field content of the standard model, along with their representations under the Lorentz and gauge symmetries. The
representation under Lorentz group is denoted by (jl, jr), while the helicity of the field is given by h = jr − jl . The number of
fermion flavors is denoted as nf , which is 3 in the standard model. We also list their global charges, the baryon number B and the
lepton number L. All of the fields are accompanied with their Hermitian conjugates that are omitted, (FLαβ)† = FRα˙β˙ for gauge
bosons, (ψα)† = (ψ†)α˙ for fermions, and H† for the Higgs, which are under the conjugate representations of all the groups.
FLαβ =
i
2
Fµνσ
µν
αβ ∈ (1, 0), FRα˙β˙ = −
i
2
Fµν σ¯
µν
α˙β˙
∈ (0, 1), (2.17)
Dαα˙ = Dµσ
µ
αα˙ ∈ (1/2, 1/2), (2.18)
In this notation, we have the SMEFT field content as in the table 1, where the conjugate fields with conjugating repre-
sentations and opposite helicities and charges are omitted.
To enumerate the valid Lorentz classes at a given dimension d, denoted by Fn−1L ψ
n−1/2φn0ψ†n1/2Fn1R D
nD , cor-
responding to classes of amplitudes5M(h1, . . . , hN ; r), one may adopt the steps described in [9], where the following
constraints are considered
n˜+ n =
∑
i
ri = r = d−N, n˜− n =
∑
i
hi ≡ h,
N∑
i=1
ni = N
2n−1 + n−1/2 =
∑
i
|hi| − h = 2n− nD, 2n1 + n1/2 =
∑
i
|hi|+ h = 2n˜− nD
min(2n, 2n˜) ≥ nD ≥ max
 h−
∑
i |hi|, mod 2
4|minhi| −
∑
hi<0
2|hi|
4|maxhi| −
∑
hi>0
2|hi|
 .
(2.19)
At dimension 9, we list all the classes in table 2, which is model independent. The types of operators are thus obtained
by substituting the SMEFT field content from table 1 into eq. (2.12) with varying number of derivatives and spinor
contractions, while the representations of the constituting fields under gauge groups should be able to form singlets
(U(1) charges should add up to zero). The classes colored in gray are those ruled out by this condition, thus they
5The tuple (n−1, n−1/2, n0, n1/2, n1, nD) and the tuple (h1, . . . , hN , r) record the same information, and can be easily converted to each
other.
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don’t appear in the SMEFT. In the next section, we show the details of obtaining a complete basis for a given type of
operators/amplitudes, and how to convert an arbitrary operator (basis) to our basis.
N (n, n˜) Classes
4 (4, 1) F 2Lψ
2D2 + h.c. F 3LφD
2 + h.c.
(3, 2) ψ3ψ†D3 + h.c. ψ2φ2D4 + h.c. FLFRφ2D2 + h.c.
F 2Lψ
†2D2 + h.c. F 2LFRφD
2 + h.c. FLψψ
†φD3 + h.c. FLφ3D4 + h.c.
5 (4, 0) F 3Lψ
2 + h.c. F 4Lφ+ h.c.
(3, 1) FLψ
3ψ†D + h.c. ψ4φD2 + h.c. FLψ2φ2D2 + h.c.
F 3Lψ
†2 + h.c. F 2Lψψ
†φD + h.c. F 2Lφ
3D2 + h.c.
(2, 2) FRψ
3ψ†D + h.c. ψ2ψ†2φD2 FRψ2φ2D2 + h.c. ψψ†φ3D3
FLF
2
Rψ
2 + h.c. F 2LF
2
Rφ FLFRψψ
†φD FLFRφ3D2
φ5D4
6 (3, 0) ψ6 + h.c. FLψ
4φ+ h.c. F 2Lψ
2φ2 + h.c. F 3Lφ
3 + h.c.
(2, 1) ψ4ψ†2 + h.c. FLψ2ψ†2φ+ h.c. F 2Lψ
†2φ2 + h.c. ψ3ψ†φ2D + h.c.
FLψψ
†φ3D + h.c. ψ2φ4D2 + h.c. FLφ5D2 + h.c.
7 (2, 0) ψ4φ3 + h.c. FLψ
2φ4 + h.c. F 2Lφ
5 + h.c.
(1, 1) ψ2ψ†2φ3 ψψ†φ5D φ7D2
8 (1, 0) ψ2φ6 + h.c.
9 (0, 0) φ9
Table 2: All the Lorentz classes at dimension 9. Classes in gray do not appear in the SMEFT due to global symmetries, such as the
odd parity for all the SU(2)W doublets that forbids quite a few of Lorentz classes with odd number of scalars.
3 Complete Basis for a Type of Operators
3.1 y-basis: a complete basis from Young Tableau
In this section, we briefly summarize the algorithm to obtain a complete basis for a type of local amplitudes/operators,
which we elaborated in [9]. As explained previously, a type of local amplitudes are given by the same external particle
species at certain mass dimension r, which consists of the kinematic factorM that describes the energy dependency and
the angular distribution, and the gauge group factor T =
∏
G TG that describes the gauge group representations. Given
the helicities hi and gauge representations rGi of the external particles, the two factors span linear spaces of dimension
NM and NG respectively, whose outer product is the linear space of amplitude basis. The spin statistics of identical
particles will put extra constraints on this product space, which we postpone to investigate at the end of this section.
According to the amplitude-operator correspondence, the space of operators with the same type should have the same
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structure, which has total dimension
N = NM ×
∏
G
NG. (3.1)
Therefore our first task is to enumerate theNM basis for a given class ofM(h1, . . . , hN ; r) and theNG basis for group
G given the representations rGi .
For the kinematic factor, since the EOM redundancies are removed by construction, the remaining redundancies are
the momentum conservation and the Schouten identity, both mentioned in the previous section. We utilize an SU(N)
transformation introduced in [31], under which the total momentum (all-out-going convention) that vanishes due to the
momentum conservation is invariant. This transformation is reformulated in terms of operators and is further developed
in [9]. The non-redundant amplitudes/operators thus form a particular irreducible representation space of the SU(N)
group, the basis of which is given by the SU(N) semi-standard Young tableau (SSYT). Specifically, the shape of the
YD for this particular irrep, called primary YD, is determined by a tuple of 3 numbers (N,n, n˜), where n, n˜ are the
parameters introduced in the previous section, as the numbers of 〈·〉 type and [·] type brackets in the amplitude. They
can be derived from the constraints eq. (2.19). The primary YD is given by
YN,n,n˜ =
N
−
2

. . .
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
. . .
...
...
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n˜
. . .
(3.2)
which is translated to amplitudes column by column as
i
j
∼ 〈ij〉 ,
k1
k2
...
kN−3
kN−2
∼ Ek1...kN−2ij [ij], (3.3)
where the E is the Levi-Civita tensor of the SU(N) group. As shown in table. 2, where classes are organized in terms
of the tuple (N,n, n˜), there are typically more than one class that share the same primary YD. It is proved in [9] that
the classes are in one-to-one correspondence with the collection of labels to be filled in the YD. For a given class, the
number of the label i in the collection is given by
#i = n˜− 2hi. (3.4)
With the collection of labels and the YD, it is not hard to enumerate all the SSYT’s and translate them into amplitudes
via eq. (3.3), or further into operators using the amplitude-operator correspondence. One can also count the number of
the SSYT’s NM without the label filling, as is pointed out in [9] that NM could be regarded as the multiplicity of the
primary YD in the direct product decomposition of the one-row sub-YD for each label
N⊗
i=1
 ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
#i
 ⊃ NMYN,n,n˜. (3.5)
The direct product decomposition is carried out by the famous Littlewood-Richardson (L-R) rule. A concrete example
for the Lorentz class FLψ3ψ†D is given in eq. (4.6).
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The gauge group sectors TG are also given by Levi-Civita tensors that contract with the fundamental indices of
the fields, those of which in non-fundamental irrep (e.g. gauge field in adjoint rep) provide multiple fundamental
indices with particular symmetries. As we only have adjoint and anti-fundamental representation for the SM fields their
conversion is listed below:
acdλ
Ad
bG
A = Gabc ∼ a bc ,
abcQ
†,c = Q†ab ∼ ab ,
jkτ
Ik
iW
I = Wij ∼ i j ,
ijH
†,j = Hi ∼ i .
(3.6)
The corresponding y-basis group factors are obtained by constructing the singlet Young tableaux following the L-R rules
with the corresponding indices filled in as discussed in Ref. [9]. The singlet Young tableaux for SU(2)W and SU(3)C
constructed are in the following forms:
SU(2)W : ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
nbox/2
, SU(3)C : ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
nbox/3
, (3.7)
where nbox is the total number of boxes in the YD, equal to the total number of fundamental indices of the fields. As an
example, we illustrate the way to construct such singlet Young tableaux with the type GLd3Ce
†
CD, which we will discuss
in detail in section. 4. The SU(2)W group is trivial for this type of operators, we thus focus on only SU(3)C part. The
conversion of the non-fundamental indices in this case generates correspondence:
e1 e2
e3
↔ de1e3(λA)de2GAL (3.8)
a1
a2
↔ a1a2adaCp, b1b2 ↔ b1b2bd
b
Cr,
c1
c2
↔ c1c2cdcCs, (3.9)
from which we can construct the singlet Young tableaux in the following with the L-R rule in the following order:
e1 e2
e3
a1
a2−−−→
e1 e2 a1
e3
a2
b1
b2−−−→
e1 e2 a1
e3 b1
a2 b2
c1
c2−−−→
e1 e2 a1
e3 b1 c1
a2 b2 c2
∼ e1e3a2e2b1b2a1c1c2 , (3.10)
e1 e2
e3
a1
a2−−−→
e1 e2
e3 a1
a2
b1
b2−−−→
e1 e2 b1
e3 a1
a2 b2
c1
c2−−−→
e1 e2 b1
e3 a1 c1
a2 b2 c2
∼ e1e3a2e2a1b2b1c1c2 . (3.11)
The complete basis of group factors are obtained by contracting the products of the ’s obtained from the Young tableau
with those prefactors converting the non-fundamental indices in eq. (3.6), which yields tensors with exactly the conju-
gating indices of the fields:
T ySU3,1 = 8acd(λ
A)db , T
y
SU3,2 = 4
(
acd(λ
A)db − abd(λA)dc
)
, (3.12)
so that they contract with the fields to form gauge singlets. The number of complete basis can, again, be given by the
direct product decomposition
N⊗
i=1
rGi ⊃ NG1 . (3.13)
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In the above example we derive through the L-R rule as
⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊃ 2× , (3.14)
reproducing the number of basis we enumerated.
Since the basis obtained for bothM and the gauge groupsG are given by Young tableau, we entitle the outer product
of them as the Young tableau basis, or y-basis, of local amplitudes/operators. The y-basis operators are denoted asO(y)i ,
i = 1, . . . ,N .
3.2 Operators reducing to y-basis
For operators, the y-basis defined above may not be of the most convenient form illustrated at the beginning of section 2.
However, as a complete basis, the y-basis can be used to uniquely identify any operator in the EFT, either from other
literatures in some conventional form, or obtained in some particular computations like the Covariant Derivative Expan-
sion (CDE) [35], as a coordinate in the space of operators. To achieve this goal, it is demanded to expand an arbitrary
operator in terms of the y-basis.
For the Lorentz structure, one should first convert it into the standard form eq. (2.12) with the following steps:
• Decompose Dirac fermions into chiral/Weyl fermions
Ψ =
(
ψα
χ†α˙
)
, γµ =
(
0 σµ
σ¯µ 0
)
. (3.15)
As we only deal with massless fields, the two Weyl components are actually independent, thus one can easily do
the decomposition.
• Convert the covariant derivativesDµ and the gauge fields Fµν into SU(2,C) basis, with dotted or undotted spinor
indices
Dµ = σ
αα˙
µ Dαα˙, Fµν = FLαβσ
αβ
µν + FRα˙β˙ σ¯
α˙β˙
µν . (3.16)
All the Lorentz indices µ, ν, . . . are on σµ matrices now, which contract with each other and reduce to the  and
˜’s
σαα˙µ σ
µββ˙ = 2αβ ˜α˙β˙ . (3.17)
• Using the [D,D] identity or the EOM to convert the parts of the operator with anti-symmetric spinor indices to
other types of operators, as illustrated in section 2, until the remaining part has totally symmetric spinor indices
in every building block. The different types of operator shall be dealt with separately.
In the standard form, the spinor contraction structure can be translated into an SU(N) Young tableau, though not
necessarily SSYT. The group theory proves that the SSYT’s are an independent and complete basis of all the Young
tableau, given the Fock conditions that relate them. The Fock conditions for the primary YD eq. (3.2) are exactly
equivalent to the momentum conservation (the IBP relation for operators) and the Schouten identities, the redundancy
relations that we removed to obtain the y-basis. Therefore, we need a systematic replacement rule to apply these relations
to an arbitrary Young tableau operator obtained above, until we get a combination of the independent y-basis
M =
∑
i
miM(y). (3.18)
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We want to emphasize here that the process is not for obtaining the complete basis, but for reducing any Lorentz structure
to the basis that we define. The replacement rule is decribed below:
• Remove all derivatives on the first field Φ1 by the IBP relation:(
Dr1−|h1|Φ1
)
· · · ' −Φ1
(
Dr1−|h1| . . .
)
. (3.19)
The derivatives are distributed among the rest of the building blocks by the Leibniz rule. Corresponding to the
convertion of spinor helicity formula is
〈i1〉[1j] = −
N∑
k=2
〈ik〉[kj]. (3.20)
In the sum, the term with k = i or k = j would vanish, which in the corresponding operator amounts to a self-
contracting building block that should be converted to other types of operators. We omit these terms and thus use
the ' for the relation, which should be understood for the following two steps as well.
• Remove derivatives on Φ2 (or Φ3) when the two spinor indices on them contract with those in building block 1
and 2, such as
Φ1,α...(D
α
α˙D
n2−1Φ2)...... · · · ' − Φ1,α...(Dn2−1Φ2)...... (Dαα˙ . . . ) ,
Φ1,α...Φ
α˙...
2 (D
α
α˙D
n2−1Φ3)...... · · · ' − Φ1,α...Φα˙...2 (Dn2−1Φ3)...... (Dαα˙ . . . ) .
(3.21)
The corresponding replacement rule for amplitudes are
[1|p2|i〉 = −
N∑
k=3
[1|pk|i〉, 〈1|p2|i] = −
N∑
k=3
〈1|pk|i],
[1|p3|2〉 = −
N∑
k=4
[1|pk|2〉, 〈1|p3|2] = −
N∑
k=4
〈1|pk|2].
(3.22)
• Remove pairs of derivatives acting on Φ2 and Φ3, with indices contracting with each other, by using the following
identity
Φ1D
2(Φ2Φ3 . . . ) = Φ1(D
2Φ2)Φ3 · · ·+ Φ1Φ2(D2Φ3) . . .
+ Φ1Φ2Φ3(D
2 . . . ) + 2Φ1(DΦ2)(DΦ3) · · ·+ 2Φ1(DΦ2)Φ3(D . . . ) + 2Φ1Φ2(DΦ3)(D . . . ) ,
(3.23)
where the terms in the first line are all convertible to other types via the EOM. It corresponds to the following
relation among Mandelstam variables
p21 = 2
∑
i,j 6=1
pi · pj = 0. (3.24)
• The Schouten identity can be applied to any pair of ’s with all-different indices (contracting with 4 different
building blocks i < j < k < l)
αiαj αkαl + αiαkαlαj + αiαlαjαk = 0. (3.25)
In spinor helicity language, it reads
〈ij〉〈kl〉+ 〈ik〉〈lj〉+ 〈il〉〈jk〉 = 0 (3.26)
The rule is that whenever the third term (specified by the order of the labels) shows up in the operator/amplitude,
replace it by the other two terms.
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• Apply the Schouten identity for the ˜’s in the same manner.
˜α˙iα˙j ˜α˙kα˙l + ˜α˙iα˙k ˜α˙lα˙j + ˜α˙iα˙l ˜α˙j α˙k = 0,
[ij][kl] + [ik][lj] + [il][jk] = 0.
(3.27)
For the gauge group tensor TG, one can convert any bases to each other with the help of an inner product defined for
the tensors:
(T1, T2) ≡
∑
a1,a2,...
T a1a2...1 T
a1a2...
2 , (3.28)
as T (y)G are all products of Levi-Civita tensors, their contractions are easily calculated algebraically. Then using the
Gram–Schmidt process, one can obtain a set of orthogonal tensors T (o)G span the same space of y-basis. Therefore the
coordinates of any group tensor T in this orthogonal basis can be obtained as:
TG =
∑
i
tiT
(o)
G i, ti =
(
T, T
(o)
G i
)
. (3.29)
With eq. (3.18) and eq. (3.29), we can reduce any operator to our y-basis
O = TGM =
NG∑
i=1
NM∑
j=1
timjT
(y)
G iM(y)j =
∑
i,j
timjO(y)i,j (3.30)
In particular, we can use the reduction to build other complete bases, like a basis with conventional notation. We
define such a basis of conventional monomial operators generally as m-basis. Given an over-complete set of monomial
operators O(m)i , we can reduce them all to our y-basis and obtain a coefficient matrix
O(m)i =
N∑
j=1
K¯myij O(y)j , i = 1, . . . ,N , . . . (3.31)
The m-basis is thus constructed by selectingN independent rows in the matrix K¯my that form a full-rank square matrix
Kmy, which serves as the conversion matrix between the y-basis and m-basis. Note that the m-basis is highly non-unique,
which not only depends on the notation but also depends on the selection of rows in K¯.
3.3 p-basis: in the presence of repeated fields
There is one more redundancy that is not yet considered for the N dimensional space of type, which is when there are
repeated fields/identical particles in the operator/amplitude. While it is explained in [9] in terms of operators, we present
here a derivation of the constraint from the amplitude point of view.
In the actual physical amplitude, identical particles should be subject to the spin-statistics, which picks out certain
linear combinations of the amplitude basis (i.e. they may not be factorizable as in eq. (2.7)). These combinations are
totally symmetric or totally anti-symmetric under the permutations of the bosonic or fermionic identical particles, and
are thus called a p-basis:
B(p)(φa1(p1), . . . , φam(pm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
, . . .
)
= Dφ(pi)B(p)
(
φapi(1)(p1), . . . , φ
api(m)(pm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
, . . .
)
,
Dφ(pi) =
{
1 boson φ
(−1)pi fermion φ , pi ∈ Sm,
(3.32)
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where Dφ(pi) is the representation of the permutation pi for the particle φ, and (−1)pi denotes the signature of pi. It is
reflected in the amplitude-operator correspondence by the Feynman rule that sums up all possible contractions between
repeated fields and the external legs in the vertex function. According to the dictionary eq. (2.11), such amplitude basis
would correspond to an operator basis, also called p-basis, with explicit permutation symmetries among the repeated
fields.
We would like to clarify that the notions of identical particles are for particle multiplets, which include the gauge
group and even the flavor degrees of freedom. In general, the permutation symmetry of the function B stems from the
inner product of the permutation symmetries of M and T . To explicitly show the constraint of spin-statistics on the
amplitude basis for particles with flavors, we take the flavor index out of the collection a, and denote the flavor part of
the tensor as κ, such that
B (φf1,a1(p1), . . . , φfm,am(pm)) = κf1,...,fmT a1,...,amM(h1, . . . , hm, . . . ) (3.33)
where we omit the other possible particles and only focus on the m identical particles (multiplets) φ. The permutation
symmetries of them are denoted by the irreducible representations of the symmetric group Sm, which are labeled by
partitions λ of the integer m, such as λ = [2, 1] ` m = 3. They are also denoted by Young diagrams with m boxes, for
instance, [2, 1] is denoted by . Therefore, the spin-stat requires
λκ  λother ⊃
{
[m] ⇒ λκ = λother boson φ,
[1m] ⇒ λκ = λTother fermion φ.
(3.34)
where we use the short-hand notation [1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
] = [1m] for the total anti-symmetry, and the superscript T indicates the
transpose of the Young diagram.
In the following, λ without subscript is short for λκ by default, and the p-basis will be organized in terms of λ. First
we find the N dimensional space of the flavor-blind amplitudes T ⊗M and combine the y-basis into λ representation
spaces, each being a dλ-dimensional subspace of amplitudes. Suppose the number of representation spaces for each λ
is given by nλ, such that
N =
∑
λ`m
nλdλ, (3.35)
and all the p-basis amplitudes are labeled by λ, x = 1, . . . , dλ, and ξ = 1, . . . , nλ. We will describe the derivation of
the full-rank conversion matrix Kpy defined as
O(p)(λ,x),ξ ≡ O(p)i =
N∑
j=1
Kpyij O(y)j , (3.36)
in the next section. In the meantime, the generic rank-m flavor tensor κ with flavor number nf can be decomposed
into tensor bases that form S(λ, nf ) number of λ representation spaces for the group Sm, such that the total degrees of
freedom match
Nκ = nmf =
∑
λ`m
S(λ, nf )dλ. (3.37)
The function S(λ, nf ) is known as the Hook content formula, which also counts the number of semi-standard Young
tableau (SSYT). For example, with λ = [3] and nf = 2, we have S(λ, nf ) = 4, and the 4 flavor tensor bases are given
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by (normalization not relevant in this paper):
1 1 1 : (κ
[3]
1 )
111 = 1, otherwise 0,
1 1 2 : (κ
[3]
2 )
112 = (κ
[3]
2 )
121 = (κ
[3]
2 )
211 = 1, otherwise 0,
1 2 2 : (κ
[3]
3 )
122 = (κ
[3]
3 )
212 = (κ
[3]
3 )
221 = 1, otherwise 0,
2 2 2 : (κ
[3]
4 )
222 = 1, otherwise 0.
(3.38)
Finally, from the nλ representation spaces for the flavor-blind amplitudes, and the S(λ, nf ) representation spaces for
the κ tensor, the Sm inner product of an arbitrary pair of them contains a totally symmetric amplitude basis. Hence the
total number of the flavor-specified amplitude basis is given by
N¯ =
∑
λ
nλS(λ, nf ). (3.39)
They are labeled by λ, together with ξ = 1, . . . , nλ labeling each representation space of the flavor-blind amplitudes,
and the flavor SSYT denoting the flavor tensor basis that also specifies the flavors of the identical multiplets in the
amplitudes, all of which are explicitly derivable. The amplitude-operator correspondence translate the flavor-blind
amplitude basis to operators with free flavor indices, which we define as “term”, while the flavor tensor κ multiplied by
the Wilson coefficient becomes the Wilson coefficient flavor tensor. The symmetry among its indices, also known as the
flavor relations, is exactly given by λ as the representation of κ.
4 Terms: Operators Organized as Irreducible Flavor Tensors
4.1 Workflow and the Master formulae
As discussed in section. 3.3, when repeated fields appear in a given type of operator, the dimension of the subspace may
be less then N calculated in eq. (3.1) due to the certain permutation symmetry among the flavor indices. Therefore, in
this subsection we shall demonstrate the workflow to obtain the p-basis operator which is what we called “terms” for
a given type of operator, and in the next three subsections we shall illustrate the whole procedure obtaining the p-basis
operator concretely with a dim-9 example: GLd3Ce
†
CD.
As studied in detail in Ref. [9] and discussed in section. 3.3, the permutation symmetry of the flavor structure is
related to that of gauge and Lorentz structure indicated in the eq.(3.10) in Ref. [9]:
pi ◦ O{fk,...}︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute flavor
=
(
pi ◦ T {gk,...}SU3
)(
pi ◦ T {hk,...}SU2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute gauge
(
pi ◦M{fk,...}{gk,...},{hk,...}
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
permute Lorentz
, (4.1)
where fk, gk and hk are the flavor, SU(3)C and SU(2)W gauge group indices for different sets of repeated fields
respectively. Eq. (4.1) tells that O{fk,...} can be viewed as an direct product representation of the symmetric group Sk
permuting the repeated fields, hence it is easier to construct an operator with the definite flavor permutation symmetry
from a set of symmetrized gauge group factors Tλx and Lorentz structuresMλx that transform as irreps λ of Sk such that:
pi ◦ Tλx =
∑
y
Tλy Dλ(pi)yx, pi ◦Mλx =
∑
y
MλyDλ(pi)yx, for pi ∈ Sk (4.2)
where λ is the partition of k corresponding to a certain irrep of the symmetric group, x labels the basis vector of the
irrep,Dλ(pi) is the matrix representation of the symmetric group for this irrep. Having introduced the concept of y-basis
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and m-basis in section. 3, we shall name the Tλx andMλx p-basis for gauge group factors and Lorentz structures. With
these ingredients in hand one can construct O(p) of the flavor symmetry λ with Clebsch-Gordon coefficients (CGCs) of
the symmetric group C(λ1,x1),(λ2,x2),(λ3,x3)(λ,x),j :
O(λ,x),j =
∑
x1,x2,x3
C
(λ1,x1),(λ2,x2),(λ3,x3)
(λ,x),j Mλ1x1 ⊗ Tλ2SU3,x2 ⊗ Tλ3SU2,x3 , (4.3)
where λ, λ1, λ2, λ3 are irreps of Sk for flavor, Lorentz Structure, SU(3)C and SU(2)W group factors respectively, x
with and without subscripts corresponds to the labels of basis vector for each irreps of Sk, j is the multiplicity of the
resulting irreps from the decomposition.
In figure. 1, we show our workflow obtaining the all the terms of operator for a given dimension in a flowchart and
describe each step as follow:
1. Enumerate tuples of the numbers of fields for different helicities and the number of derivatives following the
constraints in eq. (2.19), and each tuple corresponds to a class of operator.
2. For each class of operators, one can filling the slots of definite helicities with concrete SM fields, and the combi-
nation of fields that can form the gauge singlet is retained as a type of operator.
3. For a given type of operators, one can enumerate the y-basis for Lorentz and gauge group structures with the
corresponding SSYT.
4. for each y-basis, one can convert it to a m-basis with some group identities, the form of which is more familiar to
the phenomenology community.
5. After obtaining the y-basis and m-basis, one can symmetrize them by acting on the corresponding group algebra
symmetrizer bλx, to obtain the p-basis for the Lorentz and gauge group structures, the appropriate irreps of the
symmetric group λ is obtained by the plethysm technique in advance.
6. With the p-basis Lorentz and gauge group structures one can construct the p-basis operators, the “terms”, with the
inner product decomposition of the symmetric group related to the repeated fields.
7. Finally, to shorten our notations for the “terms”, we perform a subtle recombination of the p-basis operators for a
given type called “de-symmetrization” to arrive at the form of terms of operator present in section. 5.
4.2 Lorentz and Gauge Bases
4.2.1 Lorentz Structure
As discussed in Sec.3.2 in Ref. [9], the y-basis of the Lorentz structure is enumerated by the SSYT of the corresponding
primary Young Diagram of the auxiliary SU(N) group determined by the tuple of three numbers (N,n, n˜) for the given
type of the operator, where N is the number of field building blocks, n is the number of  tensors with undotted spinor
indices, while n˜ is that of  tensors with dotted spinor indices.
Given the operator type GLd3Ce
†
CD, N is obviously equal to 5, while n = 3 and n˜ = 1 can be obtained by [9]:
2n−1 + n−1/2 = 2n− nD, 2n1 + n1/2 = 2n˜− nD, (4.4)
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Dim
Model
Classes
Types

xb
SU(N) Irrep
Desymmetrization
Figure 1: Flow chart for finding all the independent terms at a given dimension. The content above the first dash-dotted line is model
independent and can be applied to any EFT. The content below the second dash-dotted line are our main contributions in this work.
We automatize the whole procedure in a Mathematica code.
where nD = 1 is the number of derivative, n−1, n−1/2, n1/2, n1 are numbers of the fields with helicities equal to
−1,−1/2, 1/2, 1 respectively. The next step is to find the numbers of field labels #i for i from 1 to 5 that need to be
filled in the primary YD. Following the eq. (3.51) in Ref. [9]:
#i = n˜− 2hi, (4.5)
where hi is helicity of the corresponding fields. This leads to #1 = 3,#2 = #3 = #4 = 2,#5 = 0 where we have
already arranged the fields in the order of increasing helicities. From the direct product decomposition:
⊗ ⊗3 ⊃ 4× + ..., (4.6)
we know in advance the number of SSYT should be 4. The corresponding SSYTs with the numbers filled in are:
1 1 1 2
2 3 3 4
4
,
1 1 1 2
2 3 4 4
3
,
1 1 1 3
2 2 3 4
4
,
1 1 1 3
2 2 2 4
3
, (4.7)
which corresponds to a set of y-basis:
−˜α˙3α˙5α1α3α1α3α2α4 , ˜α˙4α˙5α1α3α1α4α2α4 , −˜α˙3α˙5α1α2α1α3α3α4 , ˜α˙4α˙5α1α2α1α4α3α4 , (4.8)
with operator forms from the correspondence:
My1 = −(GAαβL DdaγC βδ˙pdbCαrDdcCγδ˙se†δ˙C t) (4.9)
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My2 = (GAαβL daγC pdbCαrDdcCβγδ˙se†δ˙C t), (4.10)
My3 = −(GAαβL daCαpDdbCβγδ˙rdcγC se†δ˙C t), (4.11)
My4 = (GAαβL daCαpdbγC rDdcCγβδ˙se†δ˙C t), (4.12)
In the above equations, prst represent the flavor indices, abc and A represent color indices for the anti-fundamental
representation and the adjoint representation respectively.
One can obtain the m-basis Lorentz structures by convertingGLαβ toGLµν in eq. (4.9-4.12) and finding independent
monomials with the method discussed in section. 3.3:
Mm1 = iGAµL ν(dapCdcs)(Dµe¯tγνdb) (4.13)
Mm2 = iGAµL ν(dapCDµdcs)(e¯tγνdbr) (4.14)
Mm3 = iGAµL ν(e¯tγνdap)(DµdbrCdcs) (4.15)
Mm4 = iGAµL ν(e¯tγνdap)(dbrCDµdcs), (4.16)
where we have already converted the two component spinors to the corresponding four component ones with the formu-
las in appendix. A.
Now we are ready to obtain the symmetrized Lorentz factor for the repeated field dC in the p-basis and express them
in terms of m-basis. As discussed in 3.1 and Ref. [9], one can view the procedure to obtain the SSYT as constructing the
primary YD of SU(N) group with Littlewood-Richardson rule from the outer product of totally symmetric representa-
tions of one row YD for each field labels. Here we have [#1] = and [#2] = [#3] = [#4] = (#5 = 0
does not contribute), and the allowed irreps of S3 for dC are those resulting in primary YD after takeing plethysm with
. In our example we have:
⊗ ( p [3]) = + 2× + + 2×
+2× + + + + +
+ + (4.17)
⊗ ( p [2, 1]) = + 2× + 2× + 2×
+ + 3× + 3× + 2× +
+2× + + + + (4.18)
⊗ ( p [13]) = + + + 2× +
+ + + + + (4.19)
after taking into account the subtleties related to the Grassmann nature of the fermion fields and the odd number of
presence of E tensor of SU(N) group converting the anti-fundametnal indices of the ˜ to the fundamental ones [9], the
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allowed symmetries remains the same (no transposition for the YDs needed). The total number of the resulting primary
Young diagrams should multiply the dimension of the corresponding irrep of the symmetric group dλ, which leads to
1 + 2 + 1 = 4 distinct Lorentz structures given that d[2,1] = 2 and d[3] = d[13] = 1 and is consistent with the result in
eq. (4.6). We shall obtain the p-basisMp(λ,x)ξ (ξ label the multiplicity of the irrep λ of the symmetric group) by acting
corresponding group algebra projector bλx on elements in eq. (4.8) until the number of multiplicity of that λ reaches the
demanding value. Since the multiplicity equals to 1 for each λ in our case, we simply omit the label ξ in what follows.
We finally obtain the matrices Kpm relating the p-basis and m-basis:
Mp([3],1),1
Mp([2,1],1),1
Mp([2,1],2),1
Mp([13],1),1
 =

−2 2 2 4
1 2 −1 1
−2 −1 −1 −2
−2 −2 −2 0


Mm1
Mm2
Mm3
Mm4
 . (4.20)
4.2.2 Gauge Group
The treatment of the gauge group is similar to that of the Lorentz group, but the usage of the Young diagram and Young
Tableaux are different. First of all, one need to find the y-basis for each gauge group by finding the singlet Young
tableaux constructed by the ordinary LR-rule with the corresponding gauge group indices of each field filled in provided
that each field is expressed in terms of fundamental indices only. If a field is not in the fundamental representation then
one can perform the conversion by contracting with the Levi-Civita tensor and the group generators. We have already
work out the y-basis group factors in section. 3.1 in eq. (3.12), we list them here again
T ySU3,1 = 8acd(λ
A)db ,
T ySU3,2 = 4
(
acd(λ
A)db − abd(λA)dc
)
.
To obtain the m-basis we investigate each monomials in the above equations, and select two independent monomials as
our m-basis:
TmSU3,1 = acd(λ
A)db , (4.21)
TmSU3,2 = abd(λ
A)dc . (4.22)
In practical, the independence of the monomial can be checked numerically by flattening the Tm’s into a 1-D vector
with components corresponding to specific tuples of (a, b, c, A) in a fixed order. The next step is to find the proper
permutation symmetry among the SU(3)C indices abc of the repeated fields dC and to obtain the symmetrized group
factors in the p-basis by acting corresponding bλx on T
(m)
SU3’s. In our example the only possible permutation symmetry is
[2, 1], since only the plethysm of with [2, 1] can generate the singlet:
⊗
(
p [3]
)
= + + + , (4.23)
⊗
(
p [2, 1]
)
= + + + + 2× , (4.24)
⊗
(
p [3]
)
= . (4.25)
Therefore one can obtain the p-basis in terms of m-basis in the following formula:(
T
[2,1]
SU3,1
T
[2,1]
SU3,2
)
=
(
b
[2,1]
1 ◦ TmSU3,1
b
[2,1]
2 ◦ TmSU3,1
)
=
(
4
3 − 23
− 23 43
)(
TmSU3,1
TmSU3,2,
)
(4.26)
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where the conversion matrix is obtained by the method in section. 3.2.
4.3 Flavor Basis from Inner Product Decomposition
As we have obtained the symmtrized gauge group factors and Lorentz structures, we shall construct p-basis through
eq. (4.3). In our example, SU(2)W gauge group factor is trivial, so we only need to focus on the inner product decom-
position from the Lorentz and SU(3)C parts:
Lorentz SU(3)C Flavor
 = 1× ,
 = 1× ⊕ 1× ⊕ 1× ,
 = 1× .
(4.27)
The CGCs for each decomposition are listed in table. 3.
Product Sym Target Sym Relevant CGCs
[3] [2, 1] [2, 1]
C
([3],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],1),1 = 1 C
([3],1),([2,1],2)
([2,1],1),1 = 0
C
([3],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],2),1 = 0 C
([3],1),([2,1],2)
([2,1],2),1 = 1
[2, 1] [2, 1]
[3]
C
([2,1],1),([2,1],1)
([3],1),1 =
2
3 C
([3],1),([2,1],2)
([3],1),1 =
1
3
C
([2,1],2),([2,1],1)
([3],1),1 =
1
3 C
([2,1],2),([2,1],2)
([3],1),1 =
2
3
[2, 1]
C
([2,1],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],1),1 =
1
3 C
([3],1),([2,1],2)
([2,1],1),1 = − 13
C
([2,1],2),([2,1],1)
([2,1],1),1 = − 13 C([2,1],2),([2,1],2)([2,1],1),1 = − 23
C
([2,1],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],2),1 = − 23 C([3],1),([2,1],2)([2,1],2),1 = − 13
C
([2,1],2),([2,1],1)
([2,1],2),1 = − 13 C([2,1],2),([2,1],2)([2,1],2),1 = 13
[13]
C
([2,1],1),([2,1],1)
([13],1),1 = 0 C
([3],1),([2,1],2)
([13],1),1 =
1
2
C
([2,1],2),([2,1],1)
([13],1),1 = − 12 C([2,1],2),([2,1],2)([13],1),1 = 0
[13] [2, 1] [2, 1]
C
([13],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],1),1 = − 13 C([1
3],1),([2,1],2)
([2,1],1),1 = − 23
C
([13],1),([2,1],1)
([2,1],2),1 =
2
3 C
([13],1),([2,1],2)
([2,1],2),1 =
1
3
Table 3: The relevant CGCs of S3 inner product decomposition
As an example, we explicitly show how to generate O([13],1),1 from [2, 1] [2, 1]:
O([13],1),1 = C([2,1],1),([2,1],1)([13],1),1 M[2,1]1 T [2,1]SU3,1 + C([2,1],1),([2,1],2)([13],1),1 M[2,1]1 T [2,1]SU3,2 (4.28)
+C
([2,1],2),([2,1],1)
([13],1),1 M[2,1]2 T [2,1]SU3,1 + C([2,1],2),([2,1],2)([13],1),1 M[2,1]2 T [2,1]SU3,2
=
1
2
M[2,1]1 T [2,1]SU3,2 −
1
2
M[2,1]2 T [2,1]SU3,1 (4.29)
23
=
1
2
(Mm1 + 2Mm2 −Mm3 +Mm4 )
(
4
3
TmSU3,1 −
2
3
TmSU3,2
)
(4.30)
−1
2
(−2Mm1 −Mm2 −Mm3 − 2Mm4 )
(
−2
3
TmSU3,1 +
4
3
TmSU3,2
)
= −4
3
(Mm1 TmSU3,1 +Mm2 TmSU3,2 +Mm3 TmSU3,1 −Mm3 TmSU3,2 +Mm4 TmSU3,1) ,
where we deliberately change the final expression into m-basis operator obtained by the direct product of m-basis of the
Lorentz structures and the gauge group factors i.e. {O(m)} = {Mm} ⊗ {TmSU3}. Similarly, one can express each term
in {O(p)(λ,x),ξ} as a linear combination of the basis vectors in {O(m)}:
O(p)([2,1],1),1
O(p)([2,1],2),1
O(p)([2,1],1),2
O(p)([2,1],2),2
O(p)([2,1],1),3
O(p)([2,1],2),3
O(p)([3],1),1
O(p)([13],1),1

=

0 43 0
4
3 0
4
3 0 0
− 43 0 − 43 0 − 43 0 0 0
− 49 − 49 − 89 49 49 − 89 − 49 − 49
− 49 89 49 49 − 89 49 − 49 89
− 83 43 83 − 43 83 − 43 163 − 83
4
3 − 83 − 43 83 − 43 83 − 83 163
2
3 − 43 43 − 23 − 23 − 23 23 − 43
− 43 0 0 − 43 − 43 43 − 43 0


Mm1 TmSU3,1
Mm1 TmSU3,2
Mm2 TmSU3,1
Mm2 TmSU3,2
Mm3 TmSU3,1
Mm3 TmSU3,2
Mm4 TmSU3,1
Mm4 TmSU3,2

. (4.31)
There are two subtleties remaining in the above notation. First, the meaning of subscript ξ in {O(p)(λ,x),ξ} is different
from that of the subscript j in {O(λ,x),j} as in eq. (4.3). j represents the label of multiplicity of the resulting irrep for a
general inner product decomposition, while ξ is the label of multiplicity of irrep of the flavor permutation symmetry for
a certain type of operator. This multiplicity may originate from the same resulting irreps from different inner product
decompositions, which is illustrated by our example: the three [2, 1]’s come from [3][2, 1], [2, 1][2, 1] and [13][2, 1]
respectively. The second subtlety is that the {O(p)(λ,x),ξ} is over complete, as discussed in Ref. [9] and [22] for λ with
dimension larger than one the flavor space spaned by each basis vector is the same, so we only retain the first basis
vector for these irreps. Finally we arrived at the complete set of independent terms of operator for GLd3CeCD:
{O(p)([2,1],1),1, O(p)([2,1],1),2, O(p)([2,1],1),3, O(p)([3],1),1, O(p)([13],1),1} (4.32)
4.4 Desymmetrization: Reduction to Monomials
As one can see from the above section the p-basis operators with particular flavor symmetry are often very long expres-
sions. For instance, the O(p)([2,1],1),2 in eq. (4.31) has 8 monomial terms and cannot be simplified. It would be convenient
though to have a simpler expression, single monomial if possible, for the operator basis, either for presenting the basis
or for future applications. To keep track of the permutation symmetries, which is crucial as we have shown, we propose
operators of the form Y [λ]x ◦ O(m)i as our final result, called p′-basis, in that they are nothing but some recombination of
p-basis due to the symmetry imposed by the Young projection:
O(p′)(λ,1),i ≡
1
dλ
Y [λ]1 ◦ O(m)i =
nλ∑
ξ=1
ciξO(p)(λ,1),ξ, i = 1, . . . ,N , (4.33)
where nλ is the number of λ representation spaces in the operator type. This process is to look for certain subset of
m-basis operators that need not have any permutation symmetries itself symmetrizing to independent combinations of
p-basis, hence we call it de-symmetrization. With the action of the Young symmetrizer, this form of operator is still
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intrinsically a polynomial. Another interpretation is to apply the symmetrizer to the Wilson coefficient tensor instead of
the operators, so that the whole term is indeed a monomial as a singlet under the flavor group SU(nf )∑
pi
Cp1p2...pn (Y[λ]Op1p2...pn) =
∑
pi
(Y−1[λ]Cp1p2...pn)Op1p2...pn (4.34)
where Y−1[λ] is defined by taking inverse of each constituting permutations in Y[λ]. The action of the symmetrizer(Y−1[λ]Cp1p2...pn) will project out the λ symmetric irreducible component of the Wilson coefficient tensor Cp1p2...pn ,
which is exactly spanned by the κ tensor basis we introduced in section 3.3. Therefore by keeping the Young sym-
metrizer, we actually recover the necessary information of flavors we derive for the amplitude basis.
We have to pick out nλ number of independent operators from the N projections for a given λ in eq. (4.33). It is
non-trivial to guarantee the independence, unless nλ = 1 when we only need to find a non-vanishing projection. In
general, we need to obtain the coefficient matrix c in eq. (4.33), from which we simply pick out nλ rows to form a
full-rank submatrix cζξ, where ζ takes values from an nλ-size subset of 1 through N . Instead of directly inspecting the
matrix representation of the Young symmetrizers for the m-basis, it is easier to see how they act on the p-basis, because
the p-basis already have specific symmetries. Due to the following property
bλx · bλ
′
y = δ
λλ′δx1δy1b
λ
1 , b
λ
1 =
1
dλ
Y [λ]1 , (4.35)
we have
1
dλ
Y [λ]1 ◦ O(p)(λ′,x),ξ = δλλ
′
δ1xO(p)(λ,1),ξ, ξ = 1, . . . , nλ. (4.36)
Thus we obtain the matrix representation of the symmetrizer for p-basis
1
dλ
Y [λ]1 ◦ O(p) =
(
1nλ×nλ 0
0 0
)
N×N
O(p) (4.37)
where we set the first nλ p-basis to be O(p)(λ,1),ξ for convenience. Therefore we first convert the m-basis operator to
p-basis using the matrix Kmp = (Kpm)−1, and obtain
1
dλ
Y [λ]1 ◦ O(m)i =
1
dλ
N∑
j=1
Kmpij Y [λ]1 ◦ O(p)j
=
N∑
j,k=1
(
c c¯
)
ij
(
1nλ×nλ 0
0 0
)
jk
O(p)k
=
nλ∑
ξ=1
ciξO(p)(λ,1),ξ.
(4.38)
where the matrix ciξ is identified as the nλ columns in Kmp that correspond to the O(p)(λ,1),ξ basis. As explained above,
we only need to select independent rows in c that form our p’-basis for λ.
As an example, we demonstrate the desymmetrization for the λ = [2, 1] representation in eq. (4.31), for which we
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find the inverse matrix
Kmp =

0 0 − 12 − 14 − 16 − 112 0 − 14
0 0 − 14 14 − 112 − 16 − 14 − 18
0 − 38 14 12 112 124 14 18
3
8 0
1
2
1
4
1
24
1
12
1
4 − 18
0 − 38 14 − 14 112 124 − 14 18
3
8 0 − 14 − 12 124 112 0 14
0 38 − 12 − 14 112 124 0 − 14
− 38 0 − 14 14 124 112 − 14 − 18

, cζξ =
0 −
1
2 − 16
3
8
1
2
1
24
3
8 − 14 124
 (4.39)
where the highlighted columns correspond to the p-basis O(p)([2,1],1),ξ, ξ = 1, 2, 3, in which the rows with red color are
the selected m-basis that symmetrize to the p′-basis. The red submatrix cζξ sets the full-rank conversion matrix between
the p-basis and the p’-basis in the λ = [2, 1] section. Therefore the final operators we get are
O(p′)([2,1],1),1 =
1
2
Y [2,1]1 Mm1 TmSU3,1 = Y
[
p r
s
]
iacd
(
λA
)d
b
GAµL ν(d
a
pCd
c
s)(Dµe¯tγ
νdb), (4.40)
O(p′)([2,1],1),2 =
1
2
Y [2,1]1 Mm2 TmSU3,2 = Y
[
p r
s
]
iabd
(
λA
)d
c
GAµL ν(d
a
pCd
c
s)(Dµe¯tγ
νdb), (4.41)
O(p′)([2,1],1),3 =
1
2
Y [2,1]1 Mm3 TmSU3,2 = Y
[
p r
s
]
iacd
(
λA
)d
b
GAµL ν(d
a
pCDµd
c
s)(e¯tγ
νdbr), (4.42)
where we express the Young symmetrizer by explicitly showing the Young tableau with flavor indices filled in, so that
we don’t have to keep track of the order of the flavor indices. Recall that Y [2,1]1 acts on the flavor tensor Oprst as:
Y
[
p r
s
]
Oprst = Oprst +Orpst −Osrpt −Osprt. (4.43)
We implement the same process for all of the λ’s, like in the previous example we have for λ = [3], [13]:
O(p′)([3],1),1 = Y [3]1 Mm2 TmSU3,2 = Y[ p r s ]iacd
(
λA
)d
b
GAµL ν(d
a
pCd
c
s)(Dµe¯tγ
νdb), (4.44)
O(p′)([13],1),1 = Y [1
3]
1 Mm2 TmSU3,2 = Y
[
p
r
s
]
iacd
(
λA
)d
b
GAµL ν(d
a
pCd
c
s)(Dµe¯tγ
νdb). (4.45)
As one may notice, an m-basis may be selected multiple times, such as theMm2 TmSU3,2 in the above case. When that
happens, the final result contains terms that could merge into a single Lagrangian term in the traditional sense(
Y [λ1]1 ⊕ Y [λ2]1 ⊕ . . .
)
◦ O(m)i , (4.46)
which belongs to reducible representation of the flavor group SU(nf ). This notation is equivalent to the flavor relations
in the traditional operator enumeration [3,23,36], while the crucial difference is that in the traditional treatment, the flavor
relations need to be worked out specifically for each type of operators, involving all of the operator redundancy relations
like the EOM, the IBP relation and the Fierz identities for both Lorentz and gauge groups. At higher dimensions, it
may even be necessary to work out flavor relations among different operators of the same type. Suppose we have two
monomial termsO((m)1,2 , which has intrinsic flavor relations that imply the following p’-basis that are independent within
each merged term (
Y [λ1]1 ⊕ Y [λ2]1
)
◦ O(m)1 ,
(
Y [λ1]1 ⊕ Y [λ2]1 ⊕ Y [λ3]1
)
◦ O(m)2 . (4.47)
Also suppose that in our treatment we find nλ1 = 2 and nλ2 = nλ3 = 1, thus the two terms Y [λ2]1 O(m)1,2 are actually
equivalent, which is translated into a flavor relation between the two operators. Such flavor relations did not show up at
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dim-7 or lower, but are inevitable at higher dimensions when the subspaces of type become larger, and are quite tricky
to work out systematically. Therefore, our method of operator enumeration has the privilege that we do not need to
work out these relations explicitly, but rather provide an equivalent notation to represent the flavor information. In the
following, we use a dim-7 example to show the equivalence between our Young symmetrizer notation and the traditional
flavor relations.
4.5 Flavor Tensor versus Flavor Relation
To demonstrate the advantage of our notation with Young symmetrizers we take the operator Otrps
L¯dddH
6 as an example
and compare our result to those obtained in Ref. [8] with flavor relations:
Otrps + p↔s = 0 (4.48)
Otrps +Otpsr +Otsrp = 0. (4.49)
Since only the flavor indices of repeated fields d are relevant for the symmetrization, we temporally neglect the index
t and treat the operator as a tensor of the flavor indices p, r, s. To make the description of the symmetric group more
convenient and transparent, we change the indices p, r, s to those with subscripted indices f1, f2, f3, and the above
equations are equivalent to:
Of2f1f3 +Of2f3f1 = [(12) + (123)] ◦ Of1f2f3 = 0, (4.50)
Of2f1f3 +Of1f3f2 +Of3f2f1 = [(12) + (23) + (13)] ◦ Of1f2f3 = 0. (4.51)
One the other hand, the identity in the group algebra S˜3 can be written as a summation of the 4 distinct primitive
idempotents that are proportional to the 4 Young symmetrizers of different SSYT:
E = Y [3]1 +
1
2
Y [2,1]1 +
1
2
Y [2,1]2 + Y [1
3]
1 , (4.52)
where Y [2,1]1 = 2b[2,1]1 is the Young symmetrizer of the Normal Young diagram 1 23 we mentioned in the above
subsection, and Y [2,1]2 = 2b[2,1]2 · (23) is the Young symmetrizer of the other SSYT 1 32 . Acting the identity on an
arbitrary tensor yields the original tensor indicates that a 3rd rank tensor can be decomposed to 4 distinct subspace with
the corresponding permutation symmetry. This is essentially the underlining reason that we have the decomposition
3⊗ 3⊗ 3 = 10⊕ 8⊕ 8⊕ 1 for SU(3).
Therefore we can insert an identity E in front of theOf1f2f3 in eq. (4.50) and eq. 4.51, using the results of the group
algebra multiplications:
[(12) + (123)] · Y [13]1 = 0, (4.53)
[(12) + (23) + (13)] · Y [2,1]1,2 = 0, (4.54)
we convert the flavor relations into:
[(12) + (123)] ◦ [Y [3]1 +
1
2
Y [2,1]1 +
1
2
Y [2,1]2 ] ◦ Of1f2f3 = 0, (4.55)
[(12) + (23) + (13)] ◦ Y [3]1 ◦ Of1f2f3 = −[(12) + (23) + (13)] ◦ Y [1
3]
1 ◦ Of1f2f3 . (4.56)
6We have changed the order of the flavor indices in the superscripts to match our notation.
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ψ2φ4
Ol2H3H† Y [ p r ] imjn (lpiClrj)HmHn
(
H†H
)
ψ2φ3D
OelH3D ijkm (lpiCγµer)HjHmDµHk
ψ2φ2D2
O(1)l2H2 Y [ p r ] ikjm (lpiCσµν lrj)DµHkDνHm
O(2)l2H2 Y [ p r ] ikjm (lpiClrj)DµHkDµHm
Fψ2φ2
O(1)Wl2H2 Y
[
p
r
]
ikjn
(
τ I
)m
n
W Iµν (lpiCσ
µν lrj)HkHm
O(2)Wl2H2 Y [ p r ] ikjn
(
τ I
)m
n
W Iµν (lpiCσ
µν lrj)HkHm
OBl2H2 Y
[
p
r
]
ikjmBµν (lpiCσ
µν lrj)HkHm
ψ4D
Od¯l2uD Y [ r s ] ij
(
d
a
pγ
µuta
)
(lriCDµlsj)
Od2 l¯qD(B/) Y [ p r ] abc
(
l¯isDµdrb
)
(dpaγ
µCqtci)
Od3e¯D(B/) Y [ p r s ] abc (e¯tγµdpa) (drbCDµdsc)
ψ4φ
Od¯eluH ij
(
d¯as ltj
)
(epCura)Hi
O(1)
d¯l2qH
Y [ rs ] ikjm (daplsj) (lriCqtak)Hm
O(2)
d¯l2qH
Y [ rs ] ijkm (daplsj) (lriCqtak)Hm
O(3)
d¯l2qH
Y [ r s ] ikjm
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCqtak)Hm
O(4)
d¯l2qH
Y [ r s ] ijkm
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCqtak)Hm
O(1)e¯l3H Y [ r s t ] ijkm (eplsj) (lriCltk)Hm
O(2)e¯l3H Y
[
r s
t
]
ikjm (eplsj) (lriCltk)Hm
O(3)e¯l3H Y
[
r
s
t
]
ikjm (eplsj) (lriCltk)Hm
O(1)l2q¯uH Y [ s t ] jm
(
q¯aip ura
)
(lsiCltm)Hj
O(2)l2q¯uH Y
[
s
t
]
jm
(
q¯aip ura
)
(lsiCltm)Hj
O(1)
d2 l¯uH†(B/) Y [ p r ] abcij
(
l¯isdpa
)
(utcCdrb)H
†j
O(2)
d2 l¯uH†(B/) Y
[
p
r
]
abcij
(
l¯isdpa
)
(utcCdrb)H
†j
Od3 l¯H(B/) Y
[
p r
s
]
abc
(
l¯itdrb
)
(dpaCdsc)Hi
O(1)
dl¯q2H†(B/) Y
[
p
r
]
abc
(
l
j
tdsc
)
(qpaiCqrbj)H
†i
O(2)
dl¯q2H†(B/) Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
j
tdsc
)
(qpaiCqrbj)H
†i
Od2e¯qH†(B/) Y
[
s
t
]
abc (epqrai) (dsbCdtc)H
†i
Table 4: List of dimension-7 operators in SMEFT.
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Using the properties of the Young symmetrizer7:
Yλ′i rYλj = 0 for any r ∈ S˜ if λ′ 6= λ (4.57)
Yλi Yλi ∝ Yλi , (4.58)
and acting Y [3]1 and Y [1
3]
1 on the both sides of the eq. 4.56 one can deduce that:
Y [13]1 ◦ Of1f2f3 = Y [3]1 ◦ Of1f2f3 = 0, (4.59)
which means that we do not have a totally symmetric or a anti-symmetric subspace for the operator Otrps
L¯dddH
regarding
to the permutation of the flavor indices r, p, s of three down quark fields. As Y [3]1 ◦ Of1f2f3 = 0, eq. (4.55) becomes:
[(12) + (123)] ◦ Y [2,1]1 ◦ Of1f2f3 = −[(12) + (123)] ◦ Y [2,1]2 ◦ Of1f2f3 , (4.60)
which indicates that the subspaces spanned by these two tensors with [2, 1] symmetryY [2,1]1 ◦Of1f2f3 andY [2,1]2 ◦Of1f2f3
are linearly dependent. So there are only one [2, 1] symmetric basis left, which coincides with our result:
Od3 l¯H = Y
[
p r
s
]
Otrps
L¯dddH
. (4.61)
Moreover, our result enable ones to directly write down the independent flavor-specified components of the operator by
enumerating corresponding SSYTs for p s
t
:
(p, r, s) = (f1, f2, f3) = (1, 1, 2), (1, 1, 3), (1, 2, 2), (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 3), (1, 3, 2), (2, 2, 3), (2, 3, 3). (4.62)
If one starts from the flavor relation, then finding out the corresponding flavor-specified operators may be difficult.
5 Lists of the Dim-9 Operators
5.1 Preview of the Result
In this section, we summarize our main results for the dimension 9 operators in the SMEFT. Table. 5 is a summary of the
numbers of operators at different levels of categories in our result. In the second column we list all the possible classes
characterized by the numbers of derivatives and fields in various Lorentz irreps. We explicitly separate the numbers of
types with ∆L = 0, 1, 2, 3 in the third column, and a total of 296 different types are obtained. In the fourth column
we present the numbers of terms with definite flavor symmetry for each class, and get 1262 independent terms. In the
fifth column we express the numbers of flavor-specified operators as functions of the number of generations of fermions
nf , and the total numbers of flavor-specified operators for nf = 1 and 3 are 560 and 90456 respectively, again we
have separated these total numbers into the sum of the numbers of operators with ∆L = 0, 1, 2, 3. We also list all the
dimension 7 operators in table. 4 for a comparison with the result in Ref. [7, 8].
We find that there are 122 types with (∆B,∆L) = (±1,∓1) in dimension 9 that are relevant for the B − L vi-
olation process needed for leptogenesis while subjecting to strong proton decay constraints. There are also 164 types
with (∆B,∆L) = (0,±2) in dimension 9 that potentially contribute neutrino-less double beta decay, and the Majorana
7The relation in eq. (4.58) holds for the symmetric group Sn for n = 1 ∼ 4; however, starting from n = 5 the Young symmetrizers are no longer
orthogonal anymore, instead we can construct a set of orthogonal primitive idempotents by decorating the Young symmetrizers with group algebra
elements.
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neutrino masse with a new physics scale possibly testable at the future LHC experiments. We also find that the two-
fermion operators must have (∆B,∆L) = (0,±2), while four-fermion operators can be either (∆B,∆L) = (±1,∓1)
or (∆B,∆L) = (0,±2). The new violation patterns (∆B,∆L) = (±1,±3) and (∆B,∆L) = (±2, 0) starting
at dimension 9 only appear in the six-fermion operators. The types u2d4, d2q4, ud3q2 and their conjugates with
(∆B,∆L) = (±2, 0) will contribute to the neutron-antineutron oscillation. The types l3u2q, el2u3 and their conju-
gates with (∆B,∆L) = (±1,±3) will contribute to the BLV process without stringent constraints from the proton
two-body decay experiments.
Based on the p′-basis, we further perform a few conversions for the convenience of phenomenologists. First, we
have transfered the field strength tensors from the chiral basis FL,R to the usual form F and F˜ . Although the chiral basis
is a more natural choice from the helicity amplitudes prospect, the F, F˜ basis has many privileges like its hermiticity
and definite CP. Moreover, a lot of mature techniques are also implemented in terms of the F, F˜ basis, like the program
of Feynman rule calculations. We summarize the conversion rules between the two bases as follows8:
F˜µν =
1
2
µνρηFρη, FL/R =
1
2
(
F ∓ iF˜
)
. (5.1)
from which we can easily deduce the following useful identities
F˜1µρF2
ρν =− F1νρF˜2ρµ − 1
2
(F1F˜2)δ
ν
µ , (5.2)
F˜1µρF˜2
ρν =F1
νρF2ρµ +
1
2
(F1F2)δ
ν
µ . (5.3)
After the conversion, we do not distinguish types with F or F˜ , as they are sometimes not independent of each other.
Therefore the types we present in the following sections do not count the same as the numbers in the table 5.
Second, we also present the operators in the four-component form, and retain the relationship to the two-component
form in the appendix A. In the SM, the 4-component chiral fermions are related to the 2-component fermions by the
following formulas:
qL =
(
Q
0
)
, uR =
(
0
u†C
)
, dR =
(
0
d†C
)
, lL =
(
L
0
)
, eR =
(
0
e†C
)
. (5.4)
q¯L =
(
0 , Q†
)
, u¯R = (uC , 0) , d¯R = (dC , 0) , l¯L =
(
0 , L†
)
, e¯R = (eC , 0) . (5.5)
The conversion rules of the fermion bilinears in the SM are obtained by substituting these fields into the relations in
eq. (A.2), such as
u¯ q = uCQ, q¯ u = Q
†u†C ,
u¯γµd = uCσ
µd†C , q¯γ
µq = Q†σ¯µQ,
u¯ σµνq = uCσ
µνQ, q¯ σµνu = Q†σ¯µνu†C ,
uTCd = u†Cd
†
C , q
TCq = QQ,
uTCγµq = u†C σ¯
µQ, qTCγµu = Qσµu†C ,
uTCσµνd = u†C σ¯
µνd†C , q
TCσµνq = QσµνQ,
u¯Cd¯T = uCdC , q¯Cq¯
T = Q†Q†,
u¯γµCq¯T = uCσ
µQ†, q¯γµCu¯T = Q†σ¯µuC ,
u¯σµνCd¯T = uCσ
µνdC , q¯σ
µνCq¯T = Q†σ¯µνQ†.
(5.6)
8Note that there might be further linear combinations among the converted operators to finally obtain simple monomial operators, which has been
carefully done to keep the independence of the operator basis.
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Bilinears involving leptons can be converted similarly. It should be noted that the transpose symbol T is left implicit in
this section. Derivatives, if any, do not change the spinor contraction structures.
Finally, unlike the dimension 8 basis in [9], types are all complex here. We only present the operators without its
Hermitian conjugate. The Hermitian conjugates of 4-component spinor bilinears can be converted using the following
relations: (
Ψ¯1Ψ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2Ψ1,(
Ψ¯1γ
µΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2γµΨ1,(
Ψ¯1σ
µνΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2σµνΨ1,(
ΨT1 CΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2CΨ¯T1 ,(
ΨT1 Cγ
µΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2γµCΨ¯T1 ,(
ΨT1 Cσ
µνΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2σµνCΨ¯T1 .
(5.7)
5.2 Classes involving Two-fermions
The classification of different types is based on the number of fermions, as there is no operator without fermion fields.
We first list the operators involving two fermions, in which all operators describe ∆L = 2 processes, since only the
leptons bilinear is allowed to appear. The type l2H4H†2 can contribute to the neutrino Majorana mass. The type
Wl2H3H† and Bl2H3H† may contribute to the neutrino anomalous magnetic moment. The type W 2l2H2 contains
the operators contributing to the neutrino-less double beta decay at tree-level.
5.2.1 No gauge boson involved
In this subsection, we deal with the classes ψ2φnDD6−nD . Note that for even nD we have operators with fermions of
opposite helicities, or chirality conserving, while for odd nD we have operators with fermions of the same helicities or
chirality violating.
Class ψ2φ6: The only Lorentz structure of this class is
ψ1
αψ2αφ3φ4φ5φ6φ7φ8. (5.8)
This class involves the Weinberg operator with additional Higgses:
Ol2H4H†2 Y [ p r ] ikjl (lpiClrj)HkHl
(
H†H
)2 (5.9)
After taking all the Higgs vev, it can give rise to additional contributions to the Majorana neutrino masses.
Class ψ2φ5D: The class has to be ψψ†φ5D, which has the following Lorentz structures:
ψ1
αφ2 (Dφ3) αα˙φ4φ5φ6ψ
†
7
α˙, ψ1
αφ2φ3 (Dφ4) αα˙φ5φ6ψ
†
7
α˙, (5.10)
ψ1
αφ2φ3φ4 (Dφ5) αα˙φ6ψ
†
7
α˙, ψ1
αφ2φ3φ4φ5 (Dφ6) αα˙ψ
†
7
α˙. (5.11)
Considering the conservation of hyper-charge, the only operator in this class is
OelH4H†D iklm (lpiCγµer)HkHlDµHm
(
H†H
)
(5.12)
Class ψ2φ4D2: The class ψ2φ4D2 contains 12 new Lorentz structures that are all absent at lower dimensions:
ψ1
αψ2β (Dφ3)
α˙
α (Dφ4)
β
α˙φ5φ6, ψ1
αψ2β (Dφ3)
α˙
αφ4 (Dφ5)
β
α˙φ6, ψ1
αψ2β (Dφ3)
α˙
αφ4φ5 (Dφ6)
β
α˙, (5.13)
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N (n, n˜) Classes Ntype Nterm Noperator Equations
4 (3, 2) ψ3ψ†D3 + h.c. 0 + 4 + 2 + 0 10 23n
2
f (7n
2
f − 1) (5.50)(5.51)
ψ2φ2D4 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 2 + 0 6 3nf (nf + 1) (5.21)
5 (3, 1) FLψ
3ψ†D + h.c. 0 + 10 + 6 + 0 72 32n4f (5.59)(5.60)
ψ4φD2 + h.c. 0 + 4 + 4 + 0 100 40n4f (5.45-5.48)
FLψ
2φ2D2 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 4 + 0 34 17n2f − nf (5.28)(5.29)
(2, 2) FRψ
3ψ†D + h.c. 0 + 10 + 6 + 0 54 4n3f (6nf + 1) (5.59)(5.60)
ψ2ψ†2φD2 0 + 4 + 4 + 0 84 n3f (49nf + 1) (5.45-5.48)
FRψ
2φ2D2 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 4 + 0 20 2nf (5nf − 1) (5.28)(5.29)
ψψ†φ3D3 0 + 0 + 2 + 0 6 6n2f (5.19)
6 (3, 0) ψ6 + h.c. 2 + 4 + 6 + 0 116 124n
2
f (415n
4
f + 53n
3
f + 59n
2
f + 139nf + 6) (5.63-5.70)
FLψ
4φ+ h.c. 0 + 12 + 10 + 0 102 2n3f (21nf + 1) (5.54-5.56)
F 2Lψ
2φ2 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 8 + 0 20 2nf (5nf + 2) (5.32)
(2, 1) ψ4ψ†2 + h.c. 4 + 26 + 20 + 4 244 16n
3
f (382n
3
f − 9n2f + 2nf + 21) (5.63-5.69)
FLψ
2ψ†2φ+ h.c. 0 + 24 + 24 + 0 92 52n4f (5.54-5.56)
F 2Lψ
†2φ2 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 8 + 0 12 2nf (3nf + 2) (5.32)
ψ3ψ†φ2D + h.c. 0 + 12 + 18 + 0 186 23n
2
f (146n
2
f + 1) (5.39-5.42)
FLψψ
†φ3D + h.c. 0 + 0 + 8 + 0 12 12n2f (5.25)
ψ2φ4D2 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 4 + 0 24 2nf (6nf + 1) (5.17)
7 (2, 0) ψ4φ3 + h.c. 0 + 6 + 6 + 0 32 43n
2
f (10n
2
f − 1) (5.35-5.37)
FLψ
2φ4 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 4 + 0 8 2nf (2nf − 1) (5.23)
(1, 1) ψ2ψ†2φ3 0 + 6 + 10 + 0 24 14n4f (5.35-5.37)
ψψ†φ5D 0 + 0 + 2 + 0 2 2n2f (5.12)
8 (1, 0) ψ2φ6 + h.c. 0 + 0 + 2 + 0 2 n2f + nf (5.9)
Total 42 6+122+164+4 1262
8 + 204 + 348 + 0 (nf = 1)
2862 + 42234 + 44874 + 486 (nf = 3)
Table 5: We present a complete statistics of dimension 9 SMEFT operators here. N in the leftmost column shows the number of
particles. (n, n˜) are the numbers of  and ˜ in the Lorentz structure. Ntype,Nterm, andNoperator show the number of types, terms and
Hermitian operators respectively (independent conjugates are counted), while the numbers underNtype and the last line ofNoperator
describe the sum of each possible |∆L| types/operators withN = N (|∆L| = 0)+N (|∆L| = 1)+N (|∆L| = 2)+N (|∆L| = 3).
Note that “term” in our definition is different from the other literature, so the numbers is larger than those in, for instance, [22]. That’s
not surprising since they did an extra step of merging before the counting. However the number of operators are exactly the same as
in [22, 37]. The links in the rightmost column refer to the list(s) of the terms in given classes.
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ψ1
αψ2βφ3 (Dφ4)
α˙
α (Dφ5)
β
α˙φ6, ψ1
αψ2βφ3 (Dφ4)
α˙
αφ5 (Dφ6)
β
α˙, ψ1
αψ2βφ3φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
α (Dφ6)
β
α˙, (5.14)
ψ1
αψ2α (Dφ3)
β
α˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
βφ5φ6, ψ1
αψ2α (Dφ3)
β
α˙φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
βφ6, ψ1
αψ2α (Dφ3)
β
α˙φ4φ5 (Dφ6)
α˙
β , (5.15)
ψ1
αψ2αφ3 (Dφ4)
β
α˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
βφ6, ψ1
αψ2αφ3 (Dφ4)
β
α˙φ5 (Dφ6)
α˙
β , ψ1
αψ2αφ3φ4 (Dφ5)
β
α˙ (Dφ6)
α˙
β . (5.16)
The following two types are allowed in this class and the operators are listed below
O(1∼11)
l2H3H†D2
Y [ pr ] imjn (lpiCσµν lrj)HnDνHm (H†DµH) , Y [ pr ] imjn (lpiClrj)HnDµHm (H†DµH) ,
Y [ pr ] ikjn (lpiCσµν lrj)HnDµHk (DνH†H) , Y [ pr ] ikjn (lpiClrj)HnDµHk (DµH†H) ,
Y [ pr ] imjn (lpiCσµν lrj)HmHn (DνH†DµH) , Y [ p r ] ikjm (lpiClrj)DµHkDµHm (H†H) ,
Y [ p r ] imjn (lpiCσµν lrj)HnDνHm
(
H†DµH
)
, Y [ p r ] imjn (lpiClrj)HnDµHm
(
H†DµH
)
,
Y [ p r ] ikjn (lpiCσµν lrj)HnDµHk
(
DνH
†H
)
, Y [ p r ] imjn (lpiClrj)HmHnDµ
(
H†DµH
)
,
Y [ p r ] ikjn (lpiClrj)HnDµHk
(
DµH†H
)
Oe2H4D2 Y [ p r ] ikjm (epCer)HkHmDµHiDµHj
(5.17)
The superscripts of the O’s label the terms in particular type, in the order from left to right and from top to bottom.
Class ψ2φ3D3: With three derivatives, we have 10 independent Lorentz structures as follows
ψ1
α (Dφ2)
β
α˙ (Dφ3) αβ˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
βψ
†
5
β˙ , ψ1
α (Dφ2)
β
α˙ (Dφ3) αβ˙φ4
(
Dψ†5
)
α˙β˙
β , ψ1
α (Dφ2)
β
α˙φ3
(
D2φ4
)
α˙
β˙αβ
ψ†5
β˙ ,
ψ1
α (Dφ2)
β
α˙φ3 (Dφ4) αβ˙
(
Dψ†5
)
α˙β˙
β , ψ1
αφ2
(
D2φ3
) β
αα˙β˙
(Dφ4)
α˙
βψ
†
5
β˙ , ψ1
αφ2
(
D2φ3
) β
αα˙β˙
φ4
(
Dψ†5
)
α˙β˙
β ,
ψ1
αφ2 (Dφ3)
β
α˙
(
D2φ4
)
α˙
β˙αβ
ψ†5
β˙ , ψ1
αφ2 (Dφ3)
β
α˙ (Dφ4) αβ˙
(
Dψ†5
)
α˙β˙
β , ψ1
αφ2 (Dφ3) αα˙ (Dφ4)
β
β˙
(
Dψ†5
)
α˙β˙
β ,
ψ1
αφ2φ3
(
D2φ4
) β
αα˙β˙
(
Dψ†5
)
α˙β˙
β .
(5.18)
The Lorentz structures are also new here. There is only one possible type for these Lorentz structures:
O(1∼3)elH3D3
ijkm (lpiCγ
νDµer)HmDµHjDνHk, 
ijkm (lpiCγ
νer)DµHjDνHkD
µHm,
ikjm (lpiCγ
νDµer)HmDµHjDνHk
(5.19)
Class ψ2φ2D4: With four derivatives, we have 3 independent Lorentz structures as follows
ψ1
α (Dψ2)
βγ
α˙ (Dφ3) αβ˙
(
D2φ4
) α˙β˙
βγ , ψ1
αψ2
β
(
D2φ3
) γ
αα˙β˙
(
D2φ4
) α˙β˙
βγ , ψ1
αψ2α
(
D2φ3
) βγ
α˙β˙
(
D2φ4
) α˙β˙
βγ . (5.20)
Still there is only one possible type:
O(1∼3)l2H2D4
Y [ p r ] ikjm (lpiCσνλDµlrj)DνHkDλDµHm, Y [ p r ] ikjm (lpiCDµlrj)DνHkDµDνHm,
Y [ p r ] ijkm (lpiCσνλDµlrj)DνHkDλDµHm
(5.21)
5.2.2 One gauge boson involved
Class Fψ2φ4: The class has to be FLψψφ3, which has only one Lorentz structure
FL1
αβψ2αψ3βφ4φ5φ6φ7 (5.22)
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There are two possible types, the anti-symmetric flavor representations of which contribute to neutrino anomalous
magnetic moment:
O(1∼3)
Wl2H3H†
Y [ pr ] imkl (τ I)nl W Iµν (lpiCσµν lrj)HkHmHnH†j ,
Y [ pr ] imjl (τ I)nl W Iµν (lpiCσµν lrj)HmHn (H†H) ,
Y [ p r ] imkl (τ I)n
l
W Iµν (lpiCσ
µν lrj)HkHmHnH
†j
OBl2H3H† Y
[
p
r
]
imjnBµν (lpiCσ
µν lrj)HmHn
(
H†H
)
(5.23)
The fermion bilinear terms here are always chirality-violating.
Class Fψ2φ3D: In this class, gauge boson contracts with the fermion current and the Higgs current. There are 3
independent Lorentz structures as follows
FL1
αβψ2α (Dφ3) βα˙φ4φ5ψ
†
6
α˙, FL1
αβψ2αφ3 (Dφ4) βα˙φ5ψ
†
6
α˙, FL1
αβψ2αφ3φ4 (Dφ5) βα˙ψ
†
6
α˙. (5.24)
Two types are written as follows:
O(1∼4)WelH3D
ikjn
(
τ I
)m
n
W Iµν (lpiCγ
νer)HkHmD
µHj , 
ikjn
(
τ I
)m
n
W˜ Iµν (lpiCγ
νer)HkHmD
µHj ,
injk
(
τ I
)m
n
W Iµν (lpiCγ
νer)HkHmD
µHj , 
injk
(
τ I
)m
n
W˜ Iµν (lpiCγ
νer)HkHmD
µHj
O(1,2)BelH3D ikjmBµν (lpiCγνer)HkHmDµHj , ikjmB˜µν (lpiCγνer)HkHmDµHj
(5.25)
Class Fψ2φ2D2: There are 2 classes of this form. One is FLψ2φ2D2, a dimension 7 class FLψ2φ2 with two additional
derivatives, which has 7 independent Lorentz structures:
FL1
αβψ2
γ (Dψ3) αβα˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
γφ5, FL1
αβψ2
γ (Dψ3) αβα˙φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
γ , FL1
αβψ2
γψ3α (Dφ4) βα˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
γ ,
FL1
αβψ2α (Dψ3)
γ
βα˙ (Dφ4)
α˙
γφ5, FL1
αβψ2α (Dψ3)
γ
βα˙φ4 (Dφ5)
α˙
γ , FL1
αβψ2αψ3
γ (Dφ4) βα˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
γ
FL1
αβψ2αψ3β (Dφ4)
γ
α˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
γ .
(5.26)
The other class is FRψ2φ2D2, where the flip of helicity for the gauge boson is made possible by the presence of the two
additional derivatives. The Lorentz structures of this class are
ψ1
αψ2
β
(
D2φ3
)
αβα˙β˙
φ4FR5
α˙β˙ , ψ1
αψ2
β (Dφ3) αα˙ (Dφ4) ββ˙FR5
α˙β˙
ψ1
αψ2
βφ3
(
D2φ4
)
αβα˙β˙
FR5
α˙β˙ , ψ1
αψ2α (Dφ3)
β
α˙ (Dφ4) ββ˙FR5
α˙β˙ .
(5.27)
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After converting to the F, F˜ basis, these two classes mix together.
O(1∼16)Wl2H2D2
Y [ pr ] jnkm (τ I)inW Iλµ (lpiCσλνDµlrj)HmDνHk,
Y [ pr ] jnkm (τ I)in W˜ Iλµ (lpiCσλνDµlrj)HmDνHk,
Y [ pr ] ikjn (τ I)mn W Iλµ (lpiCσλνDµlrj)HmDνHk,
Y [ pr ] ikjn (τ I)mn W˜ Iλµ (lpiCσλνDµlrj)HmDνHk,
Y [ pr ] injk (τ I)mn W Iλµ (lpiCσλνDµlrj)HmDνHk,
Y [ pr ] injk (τ I)mn W˜ Iλµ (lpiCσλνDµlrj)HmDνHk,
Y [ pr ] jnkm (τ I)inW Iνλ (lpiCσνλDµlrj)HmDµHk,
Y [ pr ] ikjn (τ I)mn W Iνλ (lpiCσνλDµlrj)HmDµHk,
Y [ p r ] jnkm (τ I)i
n
W Iλ
µ
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
HmDνHk,
Y [ p r ] jnkm (τ I)i
n
W˜ Iλ
µ
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
HmDνHk,
Y [ p r ] ikjn (τ I)m
n
W Iλ
µ
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
HmDνHk,
Y [ p r ] ikjn (τ I)m
n
W˜ Iλ
µ
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
HmDνHk
Y [ p r ] injk (τ I)m
n
W Iλ
µ
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
HmDνHk,
Y [ p r ] injk (τ I)m
n
W˜ Iλ
µ
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
HmDνHk,
Y [ p r ] jnkm (τ I)i
n
W Iνλ
(
lpiCσ
νλDµlrj
)
HmD
µHk,
Y [ p r ] ikjn (τ I)m
n
W Iνλ
(
lpiCσ
νλDµlrj
)
HmD
µHk
(5.28)
O(1∼11)Bl2H2D2
Y [ pr ] ikjmBλµHmDνHk (lpiCσλνDµlrj) , Y [ pr ] ikjmB˜λµHmDνHk (lpiCσλνDµlrj) ,
Y [ pr ] ijkmBλµHmDνHk (lpiCσλνDµlrj) , Y [ pr ] ijkmB˜λµHmDνHk (lpiCσλνDµlrj) ,
Y [ pr ] ikjmBνλHmDµHk (lpiCσνλDµlrj) , Y [ pr ] ijkmBνλHmDµHk (lpiCσνλDµlrj) ,
Y [ p r ] ikjmBλµHmDνHk
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
, Y [ p r ] ikjmB˜λµHmDνHk
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
,
Y [ p r ] ijkmBλµHmDνHk
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
, Y [ p r ] ijkmB˜λµHmDνHk
(
lpiCσ
λνDµlrj
)
,
Y [ p r ] ikjmBνλHmDµHk
(
lpiCσ
νλDµlrj
)
(5.29)
5.2.3 Two gauge boson involved
Cass F 2ψ2φ2: Two classes are involved, with the same and opposite helicities for the gauge bosons and fermions. For
the class F 2Lψ
2φ2, we obtained 2 independent Lorentz structures:
FL1
αβFL2αγψ3βψ4
γφ5φ6, FL1
αβFL2αβψ3
γψ4γφ5φ6. (5.30)
while for F 2Rψ
2φ we have only 1 independent Lorentz structure
ψ1
αψ2αφ3φ4FR5
α˙β˙FR6α˙β˙ . (5.31)
After converting to the F, F˜ basis, the terms with the second Lorentz structure in eq. (5.30) and those with the Lorentz
structure in eq. (5.31) combine to the form as the Weinberg operator with an extra F 2 or FF˜ . The terms with the first
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Lorentz structure in eq. (5.30) are left as they are.
OG2l2H2 Y [ p r ] ikjmGAµνGAµν (lpiClrj)HkHm Y [ p r ] ikjmGAµνG˜Aµν (lpiClrj)HkHm
O(1∼6)W 2l2H2
Y [ p r ] ikjmW IµνW Iµν (lpiClrj)HkHm, Y [ p r ] ikjmW IµνW˜ Iµν (lpiClrj)HkHm,
Y [ pr ] jmknIJK (τK)inW IµνW Jµλ (lpiCσνλlrj)HkHm,
Y [ p r ] knmo (τ I)i
o
(
τJ
)j
n
W IµνW
Jµ
λ
(
lpiCσ
νλlrj
)
HkHm,
Y [ p r ] knmo (τ I)i
o
(
τJ
)j
n
W IµνW
Jµν (lpiClrj)HkHm,
Y [ p r ] knmo (τ I)i
o
(
τJ
)j
n
W IµνW˜
Jµν (lpiClrj)HkHm
O(1∼6)BWl2H2
Y [ pr ] ikjn (τ I)mn BµνW Iµλ (lpiCσνλlrj)HkHm,
Y [ pr ] ikjn (τ I)mn BµνW Iµν (lpiClrj)HkHm, Y [ pr ] ikjn (τ I)mn BµνW˜ Iµν (lpiClrj)HkHm,
Y [ p r ] ikjn (τ I)m
n
BµνW
Iµ
λ
(
lpiCσ
νλlrj
)
HkHm,
Y [ p r ] ikjn (τ I)m
n
BµνW
Iµν (lpiClrj)HkHm, Y [ p r ] ikjn
(
τ I
)m
n
BµνW˜
Iµν (lpiClrj)HkHm
OB2l2H2 Y [ p r ] ikjmBµνBµν (lpiClrj)HkHm, Y [ p r ] ikjmBµνB˜µν (lpiClrj)HkHm
(5.32)
5.3 Classes involving Four-fermions
In this sub-section, quarks begin to appear in operators, and |B − L| is always equal to 2, such that only (∆B,∆L) =
(±1,∓1) and (∆B,∆L) = (0, 2) are allowed. The classes involve three quarks and one lepton, or two quarks and two
leptons, or four leptons. The operators with (∆B,∆L) = (±1,∓1) usually contribute to the proton two-body decay
processes, while the ∆L = 2 operators could give rise to contribution to the neutrino-less double beta decay processes,
such as the operator type Wud¯l2D at tree-level. We’re going to present the operators in terms of the number of quarks.
Operators with ∆B = −1 or ∆L = −2 are taken conjugate to make them look a bit neater.
5.3.1 No guage boson involved
Class ψ4φ3: There are two classes in this form: ψ2ψ†2φ3 and ψ4φ3, and the independent Lorentz structures are
ψα1 ψ2αφ3φ4φ5ψ
†
6α˙ψ
†
7
α˙, (5.33)
ψα1 ψ
β
2ψ3αψ4βφ5φ6φ7, ψ
α
1 ψ2αψ
β
3ψ4βφ5φ6φ7. (5.34)
Operators of this class contribute to the four-fermion interactions if the Higgs fields take their vev, and operators involv-
ing two or three l’s are relevant to the neutrino non-standard interactions.
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1. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1:
Oq3eH†3 Y
[
r s
t
]
abc (epqsbj) (qraiCqtck)H
†iH†jH†k
Oq2ulH†3 Y
[
p
r
]
abcno
(
l
o
sutc
)
(qpaiCqrbj)H
†iH†jH†n
O(1∼3)
q2dlHH†2
Y [ pr ] abc (lkt dsc) (qpaiCqrbj)HkH†iH†j , Y [ pr ] abc (litdsc) (qpaiCqrbj)HkH†jH†k,
Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
i
tdsc
)
(qpaiCqrbj)HkH
†jH†k
Oqd2eHH†2 Y
[
s
t
]
abc (epqrai) (dsbCdtc)HjH
†iH†j
O(1∼2)
ud2lHH†2
Y [ p r ] abcik
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(utcCdrb)HjH
†jH†k, Y [ pr ] abcik (lisdpa) (utcCdrb)HjH†jH†k
Od3lH2H† Y
[
p r
s
]
abc
(
l
i
tdrb
)
(dscCdpa)HiHjH
†j
(5.35)
2. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks with ∆L = 2:
OqqleH3 imjn
(
qakt es
)
(lpiCqraj)HkHmHn
O(1,2)qul2H3 Y
[
p
r
]
imjnko (uat lrj) (lpiCqsak)HmHnHo, Y [ p r ] imjnko (uat lrj) (lpiCqsak)HmHnHo
O(1∼3)
qul2H2H†
Y [ s t ] ko (qaip ura) (ltoClsj)HiHkH†j , Y [ s t ] mo (qaip ura) (ltoClsi)HjHmH†j ,
Y [ st ] ko (qaip ura) (ltoClsj)HiHkH†j
O(1∼6)
qdl2H2H†
Y [ rs ] imjn (daplsj) (lriCqtak)HmHnH†k, Y [ rs ] ikjn (daplsj) (lriCqtak)HmHnH†m,
Y [ rs ] ijkn (daplsj) (lriCqtak)HmHnH†m, Y [ r s ] imjn (daplsj) (lriCqtak)HmHnH†k,
Y [ r s ] ikjn
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCqtak)HmHnH
†m, Y [ r s ] ijkn
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCqtak)HmHnH
†m
Oqdl2H3 Y [ s t ] komn
(
qair dpa
)
(ltoClsn)HiHkHm
OudleH2H† km
(
d
a
s ltm
)
(uraCep)HiHkH
†i
(5.36)
3. Operators involving only leptons with ∆L = 2:
O(1∼4)
l3eH2H†
Y [ r st ] imjn (eplsj) (lriCltk)HmHnH†k, Y [ r st ] imjn (eplri) (lsjCltk)HmHnH†k,
Y [ r s t ] imjn (eplsj) (lriCltk)HmHnH†k, Y
[
r
s
t
]
imjn (eplsj) (lriCltk)HmHnH
†k
Ol2leH3 Y [ p r ] imjn
(
l
k
t es
)
(lpiClrj)HkHmHn
(5.37)
Class ψ4φ2D: The class of this form must contain 3 spinors of the same helicities and 1 spinor of the opposite helicity,
namely ψ3ψ†φ2D. A total of 5 independent Lorentz structures exist in this class
ψα1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ3)αβα˙ φ4φ5ψ
†
6
α˙, ψα1 ψ
β
2ψ3α (Dφ4)βα˙ φ5ψ
†
6
α˙,
ψα1 ψ
β
2ψ3αφ4 (Dφ5)βα˙ ψ
†
6
α˙, ψα1 ψ2αψ
β
3 (Dφ4)βα˙ φ5ψ
†
6
α˙, ψα1 ψ2αψ
β
3φ4 (Dφ5)βα˙ ψ
†
6
α˙. (5.38)
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1. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1:
O(1∼9)
q3lH†2D
Y [ p r s ] abc
(
l
k
t γµqpai
)
(qrbjCD
µqsck)H
†iH†j , Y [ p r s ] abc
(
l
i
tγµqpai
)
(qrbjCD
µqsck)H
†jH†k,
Y [ p r s ] abc
(
l
k
t γ
µqrbj
)
(qpaiCqsck)H
†jDµH†i, Y
[
p r
s
]
abc
(
l
k
t γµqpai
)
(qrbjCD
µqsck)H
†iH†j ,
Y [ p rs ] abc (litγµqpai) (qrbjCDµqsck)H†jH†k, Y [ p rs ] abc (ljtγµqpai) (qrbjCDµqsck)H†iH†k,
Y [ p rs ] abc (lkt γµqrbj) (qpaiCqsck)H†jDµH†i, Y [ prs] abc (litγµqpai) (qrbjCDµqsck)H†jH†k,
Y
[
p
r
s
]
abc
(
l
k
t γ
µqrbj
)
(qpaiCqsck)H
†jDµH†i
O(1∼5)
q2deH†2D
Y [ r s ] abc (epγµdtc) (qraiCDµqsbj)H†iH†j , Y [ r s ] abc (epqsbj) (qraiCγµdtc)H†jDµH†i,
Y [ r s ] abc (epqsbj) (qraiCγµdtc)H†iDµH†j , Y
[
r
s
]
abc (epγµdtc) (qraiCD
µqsbj)H
†iH†j ,
Y [ rs ] abc (epqsbj) (qraiCγµdtc)H†jDµH†i
O(1∼5)
qudlH†2D
abcik
(
l
i
rD
µusb
)
(qtcjCγµdpa)H
†jH†k, abcik
(
l
i
rγ
µqtcj
)
(usbCdpa)H
†kDµH†j ,
abcij
(
l
i
rγ
µqtck
)
(usbCdpa)H
†kDµH†j , abcik
(
l
i
rdpa
)
(qtcjCγµusb)H
†kDµH†j ,
abcij
(
l
i
rdpa
)
(qtcjCγµusb)H
†kDµH†k
O(1∼10)
qd2lHH†D
Y [ p r ] abc
(
Dµl
i
sdrb
)
(qtcjCγµdpa)HiH
†j , Y [ p r ] abc
(
Dµl
i
sdrb
)
(qtciCγµdpa)HjH
†j ,
Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(qtcjCγ
µdrb)HiDµH
†j , Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(qtciCγ
µdrb)HjDµH
†j ,
Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(qtcjCγ
µdrb)H
†jDµHi, Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(qtciCγ
µdrb)H
†jDµHj ,
Y [ pr ] abc (lisdpa) (qtcjCγµdrb)HiDµH†j , Y [ pr ] abc (lisdpa) (qtciCγµdrb)HjDµH†j ,
Y [ pr ] abc (lisdpa) (qtcjCγµdrb)H†jDµHi, Y [ pr ] abc (lisdpa) (qtciCγµdrb)H†jDµHj
O(1,2)
ud2eH†2D Y [ p r ] abcij (etγµdrb) (uscCdpa)H†jDµH†i, Y
[
p
r
]
abcij (etγ
µdrb) (uscCdpa)H
†jDµH†i
O(1∼3)
d3eHH†D
Y [ p r s ] abc (etγµdpa) (DµdscCdrb)HiH†i, Y
[
p r
s
]
abc (etγµdpa) (D
µdscCdrb)HiH
†i,
Y [ p rs ] abc (etγµdrb) (dscCdpa)HiDµH†i
(5.39)
2. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks with ∆B = 0 and ∆L = 2:
O(1∼13)qql2H2D
Y [ pr ] imjn (qakt γµlpi) (lrjCDµqsak)HmHn, Y [ pr ] ikjn (qamt γµlpi) (lrjCDµqsak)HmHn,
Y [ pr ] imjn (qakt γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm, Y [ pr ] ikjn (qamt γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm,
Y [ pr ] ikjm (qant γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm, Y [ pr ] ijkn (qamt γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm,
Y [ pr ] ijkm (qant γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm, Y [ p r ] ikjn (qamt γµlpi) (lrjCDµqsak)HmHn,
Y [ p r ] imjn (qakt γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm, Y [ p r ] ikjn (qamt γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm,
Y [ p r ] ikjm (qant γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm, Y [ p r ] ijkn (qamt γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm,
Y [ p r ] ijkm (qant γµlrj) (lpiCqsak)HnDµHm
(5.40)
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O(1∼5)quleH2D
km
(
qair D
µusa
)
(ltmCγµep)HiHk, 
km
(
qair γ
µltm
)
(usaCep)HkDµHi,
jk
(
qair γ
µlti
)
(usaCep)HkDµHj , 
km
(
qair ep
)
(ltmCγµusa)HkD
µHi,
jk
(
qair ep
)
(ltiCγµusa)HkD
µHj
O(1∼5)
qdleH2D
ikjm
(
d
a
pγµet
)
(lriCD
µqsaj)HkHm, 
ikjm
(
d
a
pqsaj
)
(lriCγ
µet)HmDµHk,
ijkm
(
d
a
pqsaj
)
(lriCγ
µet)HmDµHk, 
ikjm
(
d
a
plri
)
(qsajCγµet)HmD
µHk,
ijkm
(
d
a
plri
)
(qsajCγµet)HmD
µHk
O(1∼5)uul2H2D
Y [ pr ] ikjm (Dµuas lrj) (lpiCγµuta)HkHm, Y [ pr ] ikjm (uas lpi) (lrjCγµuta)HmDµHk,
Y [ pr ] ijkm (uas lpi) (lrjCγµuta)HmDµHk, Y [ p r ] ikjm (uas lpi) (lrjCγµuta)HmDµHk,
Y [ p r ] ijkm (uas lpi) (lrjCγµuta)HmDµHk
O(1∼10)
udl2HH†D
Y [ rs ] ik (dapγµuta) (lriCDµlsj)HkH†j , Y [ rs ] ij (dapγµuta) (lriCDµlsj)HkH†k,
Y [ rs ] ik (daplsj) (lriCγµuta)H†jDµHk, Y [ rs ] ij (daplsj) (lriCγµuta)H†kDµHk,
Y [ rs ] ik (daplsj) (lriCγµuta)HkDµH†j , Y [ r s ] ik (dapγµuta) (lriCDµlsj)HkH†j ,
Y [ r s ] ij
(
d
a
pγµuta
)
(lriCD
µlsj)HkH
†k, Y [ r s ] ik
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCγ
µuta)H
†jDµHk,
Y [ r s ] ij
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCγ
µuta)H
†kDµHk, Y [ r s ] ik
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCγ
µuta)HkDµH
†j
O(1,2)
ude2H2D
Y [ pr ] ij (dat γµer) (usaCep)HjDµHi, Y [ p r ] ij (dat γµer) (usaCep)HjDµHi
O(1∼5)
ddl2H2D
Y [ rs ] ikjm (dapγµdta) (lriCDµlsj)HkHm, Y [ rs ] ikjm (daplsj) (lriCγµdta)HmDµHk,
Y [ rs ] ijkm (daplsj) (lriCγµdta)HmDµHk, Y [ r s ] ikjm (dapγµdta) (lriCDµlsj)HkHm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCγ
µdta)HmDµHk
(5.41)
3. Operators involving only leptons with ∆L = 2:
O(1∼9)
l3lH2D
Y
[
p
r
s
]
imjn
(
l
k
t γµlpi
)
(lrjCD
µlsk)HmHn, Y
[
p
r
s
]
ikjn
(
l
m
t γµlpi
)
(lrjCD
µlsk)HmHn,
Y
[
p
r
s
]
imjn
(
l
k
t γ
µlrj
)
(lpiClsk)HnDµHm, Y
[
p r
s
]
imjn
(
l
k
t γµlpi
)
(lrjCD
µlsk)HmHn,
Y [ p rs ] ikjn (lmt γµlpi) (lrjCDµlsk)HmHn, Y [ p rs ] ijkn (lmt γµlpi) (lrjCDµlsk)HmHn,
Y [ p rs ] imjn (lkt γµlrj) (lpiClsk)HnDµHm, Y [ p r s ] ikjn (lmt γµlpi) (lrjCDµlsk)HmHn,
Y [ p r s ] imjn
(
l
k
t γ
µlrj
)
(lpiClsk)HnDµHm
O(1∼5)l2eeH2D
Y [ rs ] ikjm (epγµet) (lriCDµlsj)HkHm, Y [ rs ] ikjm (eplsj) (lriCγµet)HmDµHk,
Y [ rs ] ijkm (eplsj) (lriCγµet)HmDµHk, Y [ r s ] ikjm (epγµet) (lriCDµlsj)HkHm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm (eplsj) (lriCγµet)HmDµHk
(5.42)
Class ψ4φD2: This form involves two classes: ψ4φD2 with 10 Lorentz structure
ψα1 (Dψ2)
βγ
α˙ ψ3α (Dψ4)
α˙
βγ φ5, ψ
α
1 (Dψ2)
βγ
α˙ ψ3αψ4β (Dφ5)
α˙
γ , ψ
α
1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ3)
γ
αα˙ (Dψ4)
α˙
βγ φ5,
ψα1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ3)
γ
αα˙ ψ4β (Dφ5)
α˙
γ , ψ
α
1 ψ
β
2ψ
γ
3 (Dψ4)αβα˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
γ , ψ
α
1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ3)αβα˙ ψ
γ
4 (Dφ5)
α˙
γ ,
ψα1 ψ
β
2ψ3α (Dψ4)
γ
βα˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
γ , ψ
α
1 ψ2α (Dψ3)
βγ
α˙ (Dψ4)
α˙
βγ φ5, ψ
α
1 ψ2α (Dψ3)
βγ
α˙ ψ4β (Dφ5)
α˙
γ ,
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ψα1 ψ2αψ
β
3 (Dψ4)
γ
βα˙ (Dφ5)
α˙
γ , (5.43)
and ψ2ψ†2φD2 with 7 independent Lorentz structures
ψα1 ψ
β
2 (D
2φ3)α˙β˙αβψ
†
4
α˙ψ†5
β˙ , ψα1 ψ
β
2 (Dφ3)αα˙ (Dψ
†
4)
α˙
ββ˙
ψ†5
β˙ , ψα1 ψ
β
2 (Dφ3)αα˙ ψ
†
4β˙(Dψ
†
5)
α˙β˙
β
ψα1 ψ
β
2φ3(Dψ
†
4)αα˙β˙(Dψ
†
5)
α˙β˙
β , ψ
α
1 ψ2α (Dφ3)
βα˙
(Dψ†4)
α˙
ββ˙
ψ†5
β˙ , ψα1 ψ2α (Dφ3)
β
α˙ ψ
†
4β˙(Dψ
†
5)
α˙β˙
β ,
ψα1 ψ2αφ3(Dψ
†
4)
β
α˙β˙
(Dψ†5)
α˙β˙
β . (5.44)
1. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1:
O(1∼14)
q2dlH†D2
Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
j
tγ
νqrbj
)
(qpaiCγ
µdsc)DµDνH
†i, Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
j
tγ
νqrbj
)
(qpaiCγ
µDνdsc)DµH
†i,
Y [ p r ] abc
(
l
i
tγ
νqrbj
)
(qpaiCγ
µDνdsc)DµH
†j , Y [ p r ] abc
(
Dν l
j
tdsc
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)DµH
†i,
Y [ p r ] abc
(
Dµl
j
tdsc
)
(qpaiCqrbj)DµH
†i, Y [ p r ] abc
(
Dν l
j
tDµdsc
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)H
†i,
Y [ p r ] abc
(
Dµl
j
tDµdsc
)
(qpaiCqrbj)H
†i, Y [ pr ] abc (ljtγνqrbj) (qpaiCγµdsc)DµDνH†i,
Y [ pr ] abc (ljtγνqrbj) (qpaiCγµDνdsc)DµH†i, Y [ pr ] abc (litγνqrbj) (qpaiCγµDνdsc)DµH†j ,
Y [ pr ] abc (Dν ljtdsc) (qpaiCσµνqrbj)DµH†i, Y [ pr ] abc (Dµljtdsc) (qpaiCqrbj)DµH†i,
Y [ pr ] abc (Dν ljtDµdsc) (qpaiCσµνqrbj)H†i, Y [ pr ] abc (DµljtDµdsc) (qpaiCqrbj)H†i
O(1∼7)
qd2eH†D2
Y [ s t ] abc (epγµdsb) (qraiCγνdtc)DµDνH†i, Y [ s t ] abc (epγµDνdsb) (qraiCγνdtc)DµH†i,
Y [ s t ] abc (epσµνqrai) (dsbCDνdtc)DµH†i, Y [ s t ] abc (epσµνqrai) (DµdsbCDνdtc)H†i,
Y [ st ] abc (epγµDνdsb) (qraiCγνdtc)DµH†i, Y [ st ] abc (epσµνqrai) (dsbCDνdtc)DµH†i,
Y [ st ] abc (epqrai) (DµdsbCDµdtc)H†i
O(1∼10)
ud2lH†D2
Y [ p r ] abcij
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(DµutcCDµdrb)H
†j , Y [ p r ] abcij
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(utcCDµdrb)D
µH†j ,
Y [ p r ] abcij
(
Dµl
i
sDνutc
)
(drbCσ
µνdpa)H
†j , Y [ p r ] abcij
(
Dµl
i
sdpa
)
(utcCdrb)D
µH†j ,
Y [ p r ] abcij
(
l
i
sσ
µνdpa
)
(DµutcCdrb)DνH
†j , Y [ pr ] abcij (lisdpa) (DµutcCDµdrb)H†j ,
Y [ pr ] abcij (lisdpa) (utcCDµdrb)DµH†j , Y [ pr ] abcij (DµlisDνutc) (drbCdpa)H†j ,
Y [ pr ] abcij (Dµlisdpa) (utcCdrb)DµH†j , Y [ pr ] abcij (lisσµνdpa) (DµutcCdrb)DνH†j
O(1∼7)
d3lHD2
Y [ p r s ] abc
(
Dν l
i
tDµdsc
)
(drbCσ
µνdpa)Hi, Y [ p r s ] abc
(
l
i
tdrb
)
(DµdscCdpa)D
µHi,
Y [ p rs ] abc (DµlitDµdrb) (dscCdpa)Hi, Y [ p rs ] abc (litDµdrb) (dscCdpa)DµHi,
Y [ p rs ] abc (Dν litDµdsc) (drbCσµνdpa)Hi, Y [ prs] abc (DµlitDµdrb) (dscCdpa)Hi,
Y
[
p
r
s
]
abc
(
l
i
tDµdrb
)
(dscCdpa)D
µHi
(5.45)
2. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks with ∆L = 2:
O(1∼14)qul2HD2
Y [ st ] jm (qaip γµlsi) (ltmCγνura)DµDνHj , Y [ st ] jm (qaip γµDν lsi) (ltmCγνura)DµHj ,
Y [ st ] km (qaip γµDν lsk) (ltmCγνura)DµHi, Y [ st ] jm (qaip σµνura) (Dν ltmClsi)DµHj ,
Y [ st ] km (qaip σµνura) (Dν ltmClsk)DµHi, Y [ st ] jm (qaip σµνura) (Dν ltmCDµlsi)Hj ,
Y [ st ] jm (qaip ura) (DµltmCDµlsi)Hj , Y [ s t ] jm (qaip γµlsi) (ltmCγνura)DµDνHj ,
Y [ s t ] jm (qaip γµDν lsi) (ltmCγνura)DµHj , Y [ s t ] km (qaip γµDν lsk) (ltmCγνura)DµHi,
Y [ s t ] jm (qaip σµνura) (Dν ltmClsi)DµHj , Y [ s t ] km (qaip σµνura) (Dν ltmClsk)DµHi,
Y [ s t ] jm (qaip σµνura) (Dν ltmCDµlsi)Hj , Y [ s t ] jm (qaip ura) (DµltmCDµlsi)Hj
(5.46)
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O(1∼20)
qdl2HD2
Y [ rs ] ikjm (daplsj) (DµlriCDµqtak)Hm, Y [ rs ] ijkm (daplsj) (DµlriCDµqtak)Hm,
Y [ rs ] ikjm (daplsj) (DµlriCqtak)DµHm, Y [ rs ] ijkm (daplsj) (DµlriCqtak)DµHm,
Y [ rs ] ikjm (dapσµν lri) (DµlsjCDνqtak)Hm, Y [ rs ] ijkm (dapσµν lri) (DµlsjCDνqtak)Hm,
Y [ rs ] ikjm (dapDµlsj) (lriCqtak)DµHm, Y [ rs ] ijkm (dapDµlsj) (lriCqtak)DµHm,
Y [ rs ] ikjm (dapσµν lsj) (lriCDµqtak)DνHm, Y [ rs ] ijkm (dapσµν lsj) (lriCDµqtak)DνHm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm
(
d
a
plsj
)
(DµlriCD
µqtak)Hm, Y [ r s ] ijkm
(
d
a
plsj
)
(DµlriCD
µqtak)Hm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm
(
d
a
plsj
)
(DµlriCqtak)D
µHm, Y [ r s ] ijkm
(
d
a
plsj
)
(DµlriCqtak)D
µHm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm
(
d
a
pσ
µν lri
)
(DµlsjCDνqtak)Hm, Y [ r s ] ijkm
(
d
a
pσ
µν lri
)
(DµlsjCDνqtak)Hm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm
(
d
a
pDµlsj
)
(lriCqtak)D
µHm, Y [ r s ] ijkm
(
d
a
pDµlsj
)
(lriCqtak)D
µHm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm
(
d
a
pσ
µν lsj
)
(lriCDµqtak)DνHm, Y [ r s ] ijkm
(
d
a
pσ
µν lsj
)
(lriCDµqtak)DνHm
O(1∼7)
udleHD2
ij
(
d
a
sγ
µep
)
(ltjCγ
νura)DµDνHi, 
ij
(
Dνd
a
sγ
µep
)
(ltjCγ
νura)DµHi,
ij
(
d
a
sDν ltj
)
(uraCσ
µνep)DµHi, 
ij
(
d
a
sD
µltj
)
(uraCep)DµHi,
ij
(
Dµd
a
sDν ltj
)
(uraCσ
µνep)Hi, 
ij
(
Dµd
a
sD
µltj
)
(uraCep)Hi,
ij
(
Dµd
a
s ltj
)
(uraCep)DµHi
(5.47)
3. Operators involving only leptons with ∆L = 2:
O(1∼13)l3eHD2
Y [ r st ] ikjm (eplsj) (DµlriCDµltk)Hm, Y [ r st ] ikjm (eplsj) (DµlriCltk)DµHm,
Y [ r st ] ijkm (eplsj) (DµlriCltk)DµHm, Y [ r st ] ikjm (epσµν lri) (DµlsjCDν ltk)Hm,
Y [ r st ] ijkm (epσµν lri) (DµlsjCDν ltk)Hm, Y [ r st ] ikjm (eplri) (DµlsjCDµltk)Hm,
Y [ r st ] ijkm (epσµν ltk) (lriCDµlsj)DνHm, Y [ r s t ] ijkm (eplsj) (DµlriCDµltk)Hm,
Y [ r s t ] ikjm (eplsj) (DµlriCltk)DµHm, Y [ r s t ] ijkm (eplsj) (DµlriCltk)DµHm,
Y
[
r
s
t
]
ikjm (eplsj) (DµlriCD
µltk)Hm, Y
[
r
s
t
]
ikjm (eplsj) (DµlriCltk)D
µHm,
Y
[
r
s
t
]
ijkm (eplsj) (DµlriCltk)D
µHm
(5.48)
Class ψ4D3: There is only one class here: ψ3ψ†D3, with independent Lorentz structures
ψα1 (Dψ2)
βγα˙
(Dψ3)αββ˙ (Dψ
†
4)
α˙β˙
γ , ψ
α
1 ψ
β
2 (D
2ψ3)
γ
α˙β˙αβ
(Dψ†4)
α˙β˙
γ . (5.49)
1. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1:
O(1,2)
qd2lD3
Y [ p r ] abc
(
Dν l
i
sDµdrb
)
(DµqtciCγ
νdpa) , Y
[
p
r
]
abc
(
Dν l
i
sDµdrb
)
(DµqtciCγ
νdpa)
Od3eD3 Y
[
p r
s
]
abc (Dµetγ
νdrb) (DµDνdscCdpa)
(5.50)
2. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks with ∆L = 2:
O(1,2)
udl2D3
Y [ r s ] ij
(
d
a
pγ
νDµuta
)
(DµlriCDν lsj) , Y
[
r
s
]
ij
(
d
a
pγ
νDµuta
)
(DµlriCDν lsj) (5.51)
5.3.2 One guage boson involved
Class Fψ4φ: There are two class involved: FLψ4φ and FLψ2ψ†2φ, and the independent Lorentz structures are
FL1
αβψ2
γψ3αψ4βψ5γφ6, FL1
αβψ2αψ3
γψ4βψ5γφ6, FL1
αβψ2αψ3βψ4
γψ5γφ6, (5.52)
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FL1
αβψ2αψ3βφ4ψ
†
5α˙ψ
†
6
α˙. (5.53)
Via a simple relation FRµνσ
µν
αβ = 0, Fµνσ
µν
αβ = FLµνσ
µν
αβ , we replace all FL with F . All types follow this replacing
rule.
1. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1:
O(1∼8)
Gq2dlH†
Y [ p r ] ace (λA)b
e
GAµν
(
l
j
tdsc
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)H
†i, Y [ p r ] ace (λA)b
e
GAµν
(
l
i
tdsc
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)H
†j ,
Y [ p r ] ace (λA)b
e
GAµν
(
l
i
tσ
µνdsa
)
(qrcjCqpbi)H
†j , Y [ p r ] ace (λA)b
e
GAµν
(
l
i
tσ
µνdsa
)
(qrciCqpbj)H
†j ,
Y [ pr ] ace (λA)beGAµν (ljtdsc) (qpaiCσµνqrbj)H†i, Y [ pr ] ace (λA)beGAµν (litdsc) (qpaiCσµνqrbj)H†j ,
Y [ pr ] ace (λA)beGAµν (litσµνdsa) (qrcjCqpbi)H†j , Y [ pr ] ace (λA)beGAµν (litσµνdsa) (qrciCqpbj)H†j
O(1∼6)
Wq2dlH†
Y [ p r ] abc (τ I)j
k
W Iµν
(
l
i
tdsc
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)H
†k, Y [ p r ] abc (τ I)j
m
W Iµν
(
l
m
t dsc
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)H
†i,
Y [ p r ] abc (τ I)m
j
W Iµν
(
l
i
tσ
µνdsa
)
(qrcmCqpbi)H
†j , Y [ pr ] abc (τ I)jkW Iµν (litdsc) (qpaiCσµνqrbj)H†k,
Y [ st ] abc (τ I)mj W Iµν (litσµνdsa) (qrcmCqpbi)H†j , Y [ st ] abc (τ I)mi W Iµν (litσµνdsa) (qrcmCqpbj)H†j
O(1∼4)
Bq2dlH†
Y [ p r ] abcBµν
(
l
j
tdsc
)
(qpaiCσ
µνqrbj)H
†i, Y [ p r ] abcBµν
(
l
i
tσ
µνdsa
)
(qrcjCqpbi)H
†j ,
Y [ pr ] abcBµν (ljtdsc) (qpaiCσµνqrbj)H†i, Y [ st ] abcBµν (litσµνdsa) (qrcjCqpbi)H†j
O(1∼4)
Gqd2eH†
Y [ s t ] ace (λA)b
e
GAµν (epσ
µνqrai) (dsbCdtc)H
†i, Y [ s t ] ace (λA)b
e
GAµν (epqrci) (dtbCσ
µνdsa)H
†i,
Y [ st ] ace (λA)beGAµν (epσµνqrai) (dsbCdtc)H†i, Y [ st ] ace (λA)beGAµν (epqrci) (dtbCσµνdsa)H†i
O(1,2)
Wqd2eH† Y
[
s
t
]
abc
(
τ I
)i
j
W Iµν (epσ
µνqrai) (dsbCdtc)H
†j , Y [ s t ] abc (τ I)j
i
W Iµν (epqrcj) (dtbCσ
µνdsa)H
†i
O(1,2)
Bqd2eH† Y
[
s
t
]
abcBµν (epσ
µνqrai) (dsbCdtc)H
†i, Y [ s t ] abcBµν (epqrci) (dtbCσµνdsa)H†i
O(1∼6)
Gud2lH†
Y [ pr ] aceij (λA)beGAµν (lisσµνdrb) (utcCdpa)H†j , Y [ pr ] abeij (λA)ceGAµν (lisσµνdrb) (utcCdpa)H†j ,
Y [ pr ] aceij (λA)beGAµν (lisutc) (drbCσµνdpa)H†j , Y [ p r ] aceij (λA)beGAµν (lisσµνdrb) (utcCdpa)H†j ,
Y [ p r ] abeij
(
λA
)c
e
GAµν
(
l
i
sσ
µνdrb
)
(utcCdpa)H
†j , Y [ p r ] aceij
(
λA
)b
e
GAµν
(
l
i
sutc
)
(drbCσ
µνdpa)H
†j
O(1∼3)
Wud2lH†
Y [ p r ] abcjk
(
τ I
)k
i
W Iµν
(
l
i
sσ
µνdrb
)
(utcCdpa)H
†j , Y [ p r ] abcjk
(
τ I
)k
i
W Iµν
(
l
i
sutc
)
(drbCσ
µνdpa)H
†j ,
Y [ pr ] abcjk (τ I)ki W Iµν (lisσµνdrb) (utcCdpa)H†j
O(1∼3)
Bud2lH†
Y [ p r ] abcijBµν
(
l
i
sσ
µνdrb
)
(utcCdpa)H
†j , Y [ p r ] abcijBµν
(
l
i
sutc
)
(drbCσ
µνdpa)H
†j ,
Y [ pr ] abcijBµν (lisσµνdrb) (utcCdpa)H†j
O(1∼4)
Gd3lH
Y [ p rs ] ace (λA)beGAµν (litdpa) (dscCσµνdrb)Hi, Y [ p rs ] abe (λA)ceGAµν (litdpa) (dscCσµνdrb)Hi,
Y [ p r s ] ace (λA)b
e
GAµν
(
l
i
tdpa
)
(dscCσ
µνdrb)Hi, Y
[
p
r
s
]
ace
(
λA
)b
e
GAµν
(
l
i
tdpa
)
(dscCσ
µνdrb)Hi
O(1,2)
Wd3lH
Y [ p r s ] abc (τ I)j
i
W Iµν
(
l
i
tdpa
)
(dscCσ
µνdrb)Hj , Y
[
p r
s
]
abc
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν
(
l
i
tdpa
)
(dscCσ
µνdrb)Hj
O(1,2)
Bd3lH
Y [ p r s ] abcBµν
(
l
i
tdpa
)
(dscCσ
µνdrb)Hi, Y
[
p r
s
]
abcBµν
(
l
i
tdpa
)
(dscCσ
µνdrb)Hi
(5.54)
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2. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks with ∆L = 2:
O(1∼4)Gqul2H
Y [ s t ] jm (λA)b
a
GAµν
(
qaip σ
µνurb
)
(ltmClsi)Hj , Y [ s t ] ik
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
qajp urb
)
(lsiCσ
µν ltj)Hk,
Y [ st ] jm (λA)baGAµν (qaip σµνurb) (ltmClsi)Hj , Y [ st ] ik (λA)baGAµν (qajp urb) (lsiCσµν ltj)Hk
O(1∼6)Wqul2H
Y [ s t ] kn (τ I)j
n
W Iµν
(
qaip σ
µνura
)
(ltiClsk)Hj , Y [ s t ] kn
(
τ I
)m
n
W Iµν
(
qaip σ
µνura
)
(ltmClsk)Hi,
Y [ s t ] kn (τ I)j
n
W Iµν
(
qaip ura
)
(lsiCσ
µν ltj)Hk, Y
[
s
t
]
kn
(
τ I
)j
n
W Iµν
(
qaip σ
µνura
)
(ltiClsk)Hj ,
Y [ st ] kn (τ I)jnW Iµν (qaip ura) (lsiCσµν ltj)Hk, Y [ st ] jn (τ I)inW Iµν (qakp ura) (lsiCσµν ltj)Hk
O(1∼4)Bqul2H
Y [ s t ] jmBµν
(
qaip σ
µνura
)
(ltmClsi)Hj , Y [ s t ] ikBµν
(
qajp ura
)
(lsiCσ
µν ltj)Hk,
Y [ s t ] jmBµν
(
qaip σ
µνura
)
(ltmClsi)Hj , Y [ s t ] ikBµν
(
qajp ura
)
(lsiCσ
µν ltj)Hk
O(1∼6)
Gqdl2H
Y [ rs ] ikjm (λA)baGAµν (dapqtbk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm, Y [ rs ] ikjm (λA)baGAµν (dapσµν lsj) (lriCqtbk)Hm,
Y [ rs ] ijkm (λA)baGAµν (dapσµν lsj) (lriCqtbk)Hm, Y [ r s ] ikjm (λA)baGAµν (dapqtbk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm,
Y [ r s ] ikjm (λA)b
a
GAµν
(
d
a
pσµν lsj
)
(lriCqtbk)Hm, Y [ r s ] ijkm
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
d
a
pσµν lsj
)
(lriCqtbk)Hm
O(1∼9)
Wqdl2H
Y [ rs ] jnkm (τ I)inW Iµν (dapqtak) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm, Y [ rs ] ikjn (τ I)mn W Iµν (dapqtak) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm,
Y [ rs ] jnkm (τ I)inW Iµν (dapσµν lsj) (lriCqtak)Hm, Y [ rs ] ikjn (τ I)mn W Iµν (dapσµν lsj) (lriCqtak)Hm,
Y [ rs ] injk (τ I)mn W Iµν (dapσµν lsj) (lriCqtak)Hm, Y [ r s ] ikjn (τ I)mn W Iµν (dapqtak) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm,
Y [ r s ] jnkm (τ I)i
n
W Iµν
(
d
a
pσµν lsj
)
(lriCqtak)Hm, Y [ r s ] ikjn
(
τ I
)m
n
W Iµν
(
d
a
pσµν lsj
)
(lriCqtak)Hm,
Y [ r s ] injk (τ I)m
n
W Iµν
(
d
a
pσµν lsj
)
(lriCqtak)Hm
O(1∼6)
Bqdl2H
Y [ rs ] ikjmBµν (dapqtak) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm, Y [ rs ] ikjmBµν (dapσµν lsj) (lriCqtak)Hm,
Y [ rs ] ijkmBµν (dapσµν lsj) (lriCqtak)Hm, Y [ r s ] ikjmBµν (dapqtak) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm,
Y [ r s ] ikjmBµν
(
d
a
pσµν lsj
)
(lriCqtak)Hm, Y [ r s ] ijkmBµν
(
d
a
pσµν lsj
)
(lriCqtak)Hm
O(1,2)
GudleH
ij
(
λA
)a
b
GAµν
(
d
b
sltj
)
(uraCσ
µνep)Hi, 
ij
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
d
a
sσ
µν lti
)
(epCurb)Hj
O(1,2)
WudleH
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
d
a
s ltj
)
(uraCσ
µνep)Hi, 
jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
d
a
sσ
µν lti
)
(epCura)Hj
O(1,2)
BudleH
ijBµν
(
d
a
s ltj
)
(uraCσ
µνep)Hi, 
ijBµν
(
d
a
sσ
µν lti
)
(epCura)Hj
(5.55)
3. Operators involving only leptons with ∆L = 2:
O(1∼6)Wl3eH
Y
[
r
s
t
]
jnkm
(
τ I
)i
n
W Iµν (epltk) (lriCσ
µν lsj)Hm, Y
[
r
s
t
]
ikjn
(
τ I
)m
n
W Iµν (epltk) (lriCσ
µν lsj)Hm,
Y [ r st ] jnkm (τ I)inW Iµν (epltk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm, Y [ r st ] ikjn (τ I)mn W Iµν (epltk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm,
Y [ r st ] injk (τ I)mn W Iµν (epltk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm, Y [ r s t ] ikjn (τ I)mn W Iµν (epltk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm
O(1∼4)Bl3eH
Y [ r st ] ikjmBµν (epltk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm, Y [ r st ] ijkmBµν (epltk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm,
Y [ r s t ] ikjmBµν (epltk) (lriCσµν lsj)Hm, Y
[
r
s
t
]
ikjmBµν (epltk) (lriCσ
µν lsj)Hm
(5.56)
Class Fψ4D: The classes have to be either FRψ3ψ†D with 3 Lorentz structure,
ψα1 ψ
β
2 (Dψ3)αβα˙ ψ
†
4β˙FR5
α˙β˙ , ψα1 ψ
β
2ψ3α(Dψ
†
4)βα˙β˙FR5
α˙β˙ , ψα1 ψ2αψ
β
3 (Dψ
†
4)βα˙β˙FR5
α˙β˙ , (5.57)
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or FLψ3ψ†D with 4 independent Lorentz structures
FL1
αβψγ2 (Dψ3)αβα˙ ψ4γψ
†
5
α˙, FL1
αβψγ2ψ3α (Dψ4)βγα˙ ψ
†
5
α˙,
FL1
αβψ2α (Dψ3)
γ
βα˙ ψ4γψ
†
5
α˙, FL1
αβψ2αψ
γ
3 (Dψ4)βγα˙ ψ
†
5
α˙. (5.58)
After converting to the F, F˜ basis, these two classes mix together.
1. Operators involving three quarks with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1:
O(1∼14)
Gqd2lD
Y [ pr ] ace (λA)beGAµν (lisdpa) (qtciCγνDµdrb) , Y [ pr ] abe (λA)ceGAµν (lisdpa) (qtciCγνDµdrb) ,
Y [ pr ] ace (λA)beGAµν (Dµlisdpa) (qtciCγνdrb) , Y [ pr ] abe (λA)ceGAµν (Dµlisdpa) (qtciCγνdrb) ,
Y [ pr ] ace (λA)be G˜Aµν (Dµlisdrb) (qtciCγνdpa) , Y [ pr ] ace (λA)be G˜Aµν (lisdpa) (DµqtciCγνdrb) ,
Y [ pr ] bce (λA)ae G˜Aµν (lisdpa) (DµqtciCγνdrb) , Y [ p r ] ace (λA)beGAµν (lisdpa) (qtciCγνDµdrb) ,
Y [ p r ] abe (λA)c
e
GAµν
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(qtciCγ
νDµdrb) , Y [ p r ] ace
(
λA
)b
e
GAµν
(
Dµl
i
sdpa
)
(qtciCγ
νdrb) ,
Y [ p r ] abe (λA)c
e
GAµν
(
Dµl
i
sdpa
)
(qtciCγ
νdrb) , Y [ p r ] ace
(
λA
)b
e
G˜Aµν
(
Dµl
i
sdrb
)
(qtciCγ
νdpa) ,
Y [ p r ] ace (λA)b
e
G˜Aµν
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(DµqtciCγ
νdrb) , Y [ p r ] bce
(
λA
)a
e
G˜Aµν
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(DµqtciCγ
νdrb)
O(1∼7)
Wqd2lD
Y [ p r ] abc (τ I)j
i
W Iµν
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(qtcjCγ
νDµdrb) , Y [ p r ] abc
(
τ I
)j
i
W Iµν
(
Dµl
i
sdpa
)
(qtcjCγ
νdrb) ,
Y [ p r ] abc (τ I)j
i
W˜ Iµν
(
Dµl
i
sdrb
)
(qtcjCγ
νdpa) , Y [ p r ] abc
(
τ I
)j
i
W˜ Iµν
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(DµqtcjCγ
νdrb) ,
Y [ pr ] abc (τ I)ji W Iµν (lisdpa) (qtcjCγνDµdrb) , Y [ pr ] abc (τ I)ji W Iµν (Dµlisdpa) (qtcjCγνdrb) ,
Y [ pr ] abc (τ I)ji W˜ Iµν (lisdpa) (DµqtcjCγνdrb)
O(1∼7)
Bqd2lD
Y [ p r ] abcBµν
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(qtciCγ
νDµdrb) , Y [ p r ] abcBµν
(
Dµl
i
sdpa
)
(qtciCγ
νdrb) ,
Y [ p r ] abcB˜µν
(
Dµl
i
sdrb
)
(qtciCγ
νdpa) , Y [ p r ] abcB˜µν
(
l
i
sdpa
)
(DµqtciCγ
νdrb) ,
Y [ pr ] abcBµν (lisdpa) (qtciCγνDµdrb) , Y [ pr ] abcBµν (Dµlisdpa) (qtciCγνdrb) ,
Y [ pr ] abcB˜µν (lisdpa) (DµqtciCγνdrb)
O(1∼9)Gd3eD
Y [ p rs ] ace (λA)beGAµν (etγνDµdrb) (dscCdpa) , Y [ p rs ] abe (λA)ceGAµν (etγνdrb) (DµdscCdpa) ,
Y [ p rs ] abe (λA)ceGAµν (etγνdpa) (dscCDµdrb) , Y [ p rs ] ace (λA)be G˜Aµν (etγνdpa) (DµdscCdrb) ,
Y [ p rs ] abe (λA)ce G˜Aµν (etγνdpa) (DµdscCdrb) , Y [ p r s ] abe (λA)ceGAµν (etγνDµdrb) (dscCdpa) ,
Y [ p r s ] ace (λA)b
e
G˜Aµν (etγ
νdpa) (DµdscCdrb) , Y
[
p
r
s
]
ace
(
λA
)b
e
GAµν (etγ
νDµdrb) (dscCdpa) ,
Y
[
p
r
s
]
ace
(
λA
)b
e
G˜Aµν (etγ
νdpa) (DµdscCdrb)
O(1∼5)Bd3eD
Y [ p r s ] abcBµν (etγνdrb) (DµdscCdpa) , Y [ p r s ] abcB˜µν (etγνdpa) (DµdscCdrb) ,
Y [ p rs ] abcBµν (etγνDµdrb) (dscCdpa) , Y [ p rs ] abcB˜µν (etγνdpa) (DµdscCdrb) ,
Y
[
p
r
s
]
abcBµν (etγ
νDµdrb) (dscCdpa)
(5.59)
2. Operators involving two leptons and two quarks with ∆L = 2, the type Wudl2D contain the operators contributing
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the neutrinoless double beta decay at tree-level:
O(1∼7)
Gudl2D
Y [ r s ] ij (λA)b
a
GAµν
(
d
a
plsj
)
(DµlriCγ
νutb) , Y [ r s ] ij
(
λA
)b
a
GAµν
(
d
a
pDµlsj
)
(lriCγ
νutb) ,
Y [ r s ] ij (λA)b
a
G˜Aµν
(
d
a
pγ
νutb
)
(lriCDµlsj) , Y [ r s ] ij
(
λA
)b
a
G˜Aµν
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCγ
νDµutb) ,
Y [ rs ] ij (λA)baGAµν (daplsj) (DµlriCγνutb) , Y [ rs ] ij (λA)baGAµν (dapDµlsj) (lriCγνutb) ,
Y [ rs ] ij (λA)ba G˜Aµν (dapγνutb) (lriCDµlsj)
O(1∼7)
Wudl2D
Y [ rs ] jk (τ I)ikW Iµν (daplsj) (DµlriCγνuta) , Y [ rs ] jk (τ I)ikW Iµν (dapDµlsj) (lriCγνuta) ,
Y [ rs ] ik (τ I)jk W˜ Iµν (dapγνuta) (lriCDµlsj) , Y [ rs ] ik (τ I)jk W˜ Iµν (daplsj) (lriCγνDµuta) ,
Y [ r s ] jk (τ I)i
k
W Iµν
(
d
a
plsj
)
(DµlriCγ
νuta) , Y [ r s ] jk
(
τ I
)i
k
W Iµν
(
d
a
pDµlsj
)
(lriCγ
νuta) ,
Y [ r s ] ik (τ I)j
k
W˜ Iµν
(
d
a
pγ
νuta
)
(lriCDµlsj)
O(1∼7)
Budl2D
Y [ r s ] ijBµν
(
d
a
plsj
)
(DµlriCγ
νuta) , Y [ r s ] ijBµν
(
d
a
pDµlsj
)
(lriCγ
νuta) ,
Y [ r s ] ijB˜µν
(
d
a
pγ
νuta
)
(lriCDµlsj) , Y [ r s ] ijB˜µν
(
d
a
plsj
)
(lriCγ
νDµuta) ,
Y [ rs ] ijBµν (daplsj) (DµlriCγνuta) , Y [ rs ] ijBµν (dapDµlsj) (lriCγνuta) ,
Y [ rs ] ijB˜µν (dapγνuta) (lriCDµlsj)
(5.60)
5.4 Classes involving Six-fermions
All the Lorentz structures in this section are new. This class of Lorentz structures contains both processes with
(∆B,∆L) = (±1,∓1) and (∆B,∆L) = (0, 2) that are already present at lower dimension, and with ∆B = 2 or
∆L = 3 that are absent at lower dimensions and relevant for the neutron-antineutron oscillation or the proton 3-body
decay processes. Meanwhile, |B − L| is still equal to 2. Only two classes involve six fermions. In the first class, 6
fermion with the same helicities contract with each other, ψ6, producing 5 independent Lorentz structures
ψ1
αψ2
βψ3
γψ4αψ5βψ6γ , ψ1
αψ2
βψ3αψ4
γψ5βψ6γ , ψ1
αψ2
βψ3αψ4βψ5
γψ6γ
ψ1
αψ2αψ3
βψ4
γψ5βψ6γ , ψ1
αψ2αψ3
βψ4βψ5
γψ6γ .
(5.61)
In the second class, two of them have opposite helicities, ψ4ψ†2, giving two other Lorentz structures.
ψ1
αψ2
βψ3αψ4βψ
†
5α˙ψ
†
6
α˙, ψ1
αψ2αψ3
βψ4βψ
†
5α˙ψ
†
6
α˙. (5.62)
Similarly, we present the operators in terms of the number of quarks, and conjugate those operators with ∆B < 0 or
∆L = 2. The only type relevant for the proton three body decay is l3qu2, while for the neutron-antineutron oscillation,
two types d2q4 and d3q2u are relevant.
1. Operators involving only quarks with ∆B = 2, only two types d2q4 and d3q2u contain operators involving the
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neutron-antineutron oscillation:
O(1∼10)u2d4
Y [ p r st , uv ] acebdf (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y [ p r st , uv ] adf bce (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y
[
p r
s
t
, uv
]
acebdf (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y
[
p r
s
t
, uv
]
adf bce (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y [ p r s t , u v ] acebdf (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y [ p r s t , u v ] abecdf (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y [ p r st , u v ] adf bce (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y [ p rs t , u v ] acebdf (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y [ p rs t , u v ] abf cde (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc) ,
Y
[
p r
s
t
, u v
]
acebdf (dpaCdtd) (uueCdrb) (uvfCdsc)
O(1∼8)d2q4
Y [ p r s t , u v ] acebdf ikjm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqsck) (qrbjCqtdm) ,
Y [ p rs t , u v ] acebdf ijkm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqsck) (qrbjCqtdm) ,
Y [ p rs t , u v ] abecdf ikjm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqsck) (qrbjCqtdm) ,
Y [ p rs t , u v ] acebdf ikjm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqrbj) (qsckCqtdm) ,
Y [ p r st , uv ] acebdf ikjm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqsck) (qrbjCqtdm) ,
Y [ p r st , uv ] acdbef ikjm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqsck) (qrbjCqtdm) ,
Y
[
p r
s
t
, uv
]
acebdf ijkm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqsck) (qrbjCqtdm) ,
Y
[
p r
s
t
, uv
]
acdbef ijkm (dueCdvf ) (qpaiCqsck) (qrbjCqtdm)
O(1∼7)d3q2u
Y [ p r s , uv ] adebcf ij (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) (queiCqvfj) ,
Y [ p rs , uv ] acf bdeij (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) (queiCqvfj) ,
Y
[
p
r
s
, uv
]
acf bdeij (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) (queiCqvfj) ,
Y [ p r s , u v ] aef bcdij (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) (queiCqvfj) ,
Y [ p rs , u v ] aef bcdij (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) (queiCqvfj) ,
Y [ p rs , u v ] adebcf ij (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) (queiCqvfj) ,
Y
[
p
r
s
, u v
]
aef bcdij (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) (queiCqvfj)
(5.63)
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2. Operators involving 5 quarks and 1 lepton with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1:
O(1∼10)
d3 l¯q¯u
Y [ p rs ] aceij (l¯itdpa) (q¯bju drb) (uveCdsc) , Y [ p rs ] bceij (l¯itdpa) (q¯aju drb) (uveCdsc) ,
Y [ p rs ] abeij (l¯itdpa) (q¯cju drb) (uveCdsc) , Y [ p rs ] aceij (l¯itdrb) (q¯bju uve) (dpaCdsc) ,
Y [ p rs ] bceij (l¯itdrb) (q¯aju uve) (dpaCdsc) , Y [ p r s ] aceij (l¯itdpa) (q¯bju drb) (uveCdsc) ,
Y [ p r s ] bceij
(
l¯itdpa
) (
q¯aju drb
)
(uveCdsc) , Y [ p r s ] abeij
(
l¯itdpa
) (
q¯cju drb
)
(uveCdsc) ,
Y
[
p
r
s
]
aceij
(
l¯itdpa
) (
q¯bju drb
)
(uveCdsc) , Y
[
p
r
s
]
bceij
(
l¯itdpa
) (
q¯aju drb
)
(uveCdsc)
O(1∼8)
dl¯q3u¯
Y [ p r s ] bceik (uat qrbj)
(
l
j
vdue
)
(qpaiCqsck) , Y [ p r s ] bceij (uat qrbj)
(
l
k
vdue
)
(qpaiCqsck) ,
Y [ p rs ] bceik (uat qrbj)(ljvdue) (qpaiCqsck) , Y [ p rs ] bceij (uat qrbj)(lkvdue) (qpaiCqsck) ,
Y [ p rs ] aceij (ubtqrbj) (lkvdue) (qpaiCqsck) , Y [ p rs ] bceik (uat qsck)(ljvdue) (qpaiCqrbj) ,
Y
[
p
r
s
]
bceik (uat qrbj)
(
l
j
vdue
)
(qpaiCqsck) , Y
[
p
r
s
]
bceij (uat qrbj)
(
l
k
vdue
)
(qpaiCqsck)
O(1∼6)d2e¯q2u¯
Y [ r s , uv ] bdeij (uat qrai) (epqsbj) (dudCdve) , Y [ r s , uv ] adeij (ubtqrai) (epqsbj) (dudCdve) ,
Y [ rs , u v ] abeij (uctqrai) (epqsbj) (ducCdve) , Y [ rs , uv ] bdeij (uat qrai) (epqsbj) (dudCdve) ,
Y [ rs , uv ] adeij (ubtqrai) (epqsbj) (dudCdve) , Y [ r s , u v ] abeij (uctqrai) (epqsbj) (ducCdve)
O(1∼4)d3e¯qq¯
Y [ p r s ] bce (q¯ait drb) (e¯uqvei) (dpaCdsc) , Y [ p rs ] ace (q¯bit drb) (e¯uqvei) (dpaCdsc) ,
Y [ p rs ] bce (q¯ait drb) (e¯uqvei) (dpaCdsc) , Y [ prs] ace (q¯bit drb) (e¯uqvei) (dpaCdsc)
O(1∼12)
d2 l¯q2q¯
Y [ pr , uv ] bde (q¯ajt drb) (l¯isdpa) (qudiCqvej) , Y [ pr , uv ] ade (q¯bjt drb) (l¯isdpa) (qudiCqvej) ,
Y [ pr , uv ] abe (q¯cjt drb) (l¯isdpa) (quciCqvej) , Y [ pr , u v ] bde (q¯ajt drb) (l¯isdpa) (qudiCqvej) ,
Y [ pr , u v ] ade (q¯bjt drb) (l¯isdpa) (qudiCqvej) , Y [ pr , u v ] abe (q¯cjt drb) (l¯isdpa) (quciCqvej) ,
Y [ p r , u v ] bde
(
q¯ajt drb
) (
l¯isdpa
)
(qudiCqvej) , Y [ p r , u v ] ade
(
q¯bjt drb
) (
l¯isdpa
)
(qudiCqvej) ,
Y [ p r , u v ] abe
(
q¯cjt drb
) (
l¯isdpa
)
(quciCqvej) , Y
[
p r , uv
]
bde
(
q¯ajt drb
) (
l¯isdpa
)
(qudiCqvej) ,
Y [ p r , uv ] ade (q¯bjt drb) (l¯isdpa) (qudiCqvej) , Y [ p r , uv ] abe (q¯cjt drb) (l¯isdpa) (quciCqvej)
O(1∼4)d3e¯uu¯
Y [ p r s ] bcd (e¯uCu¯va) (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) , Y
[
p r
s
]
bcd (e¯uCu¯va) (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) ,
Y [ p rs ] acd (e¯uCu¯vb) (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd) , Y [ pr
s
]
bcd (e¯uCu¯va) (dpaCdsc) (drbCutd)
O(1∼6)
d2 l¯quu¯
Y [ pr ] acd (u¯bvqudi) (l¯isdpa) (drbCutc) , Y [ pr ] abc (u¯dvqudi) (l¯isdpa) (drbCutc) ,
Y [ pr ] bcd (u¯avqudi) (l¯isdpa) (drbCutc) , Y [ p r ] acd (u¯bvqudi) (l¯isdpa) (drbCutc) ,
Y [ p r ] abc (u¯dvqudi) (l¯isdpa) (drbCutc) , Y [ p r ] bcd (u¯avqudi) (l¯isdpa) (drbCutc)
O(1,2)
d4d¯e¯
Y [ p r st ] bcd (e¯vCd¯au) (dpaCdsc) (drbCdtd) , Y [ p rst ] bcd (e¯vCd¯au) (dpaCdsc) (drbCdtd)
O(1∼4)
d3d¯l¯q
Y [ p r s ] bce (l¯itdrb) (d¯auqvei) (dpaCdsc) , Y [ p rs ] ace (l¯itdrb) (d¯buqvei) (dpaCdsc) ,
Y [ p rs ] bce (l¯itdrb) (d¯auqvei) (dpaCdsc) , Y [ prs] ace (l¯itdrb) (d¯buqvei) (dpaCdsc)
(5.64)
3. Operators involving 4 quarks and 2 leptons with ∆B = 0 and ∆L = −2. Except the last two types dl¯2uu¯2 and
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d2d¯l¯2u¯, all the types contain operators contributing the neutrinoless double beta decay at tree-level:
O(1∼20)
d2 l¯2q¯2
Y [ pr , st , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) , Y [ pr , s t , u v ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) ,
Y [ p r , st , u v ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) , Y [ p r , s t , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) ,
Y [ pr , st , u v ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) , Y [ pr , st , u v ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) ,
Y [ pr , st , u v ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv ) , Y [ pr , st , u v ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv ) ,
Y [ pr , s t , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) , Y [ pr , s t , uv ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) ,
Y [ pr , s t , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv ) , Y [ pr , s t , uv ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv ) ,
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) , Y [ p r , st , uv ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv ) ,
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv ) , Y [ p r , st , uv ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv ) ,
Y [ p r , s t , u v ] ikjm
(
l¯jtdpa
) (
q¯aku drb
) (
l¯isCq¯
bm
v
)
, Y [ p r , s t , u v ] ijkm
(
l¯jtdpa
) (
q¯aku drb
) (
l¯isCq¯
bm
v
)
,
Y [ p r , s t , u v ] ikjm
(
l¯jtdpa
) (
q¯bku drb
) (
l¯isCq¯
am
v
)
, Y [ p r , s t , u v ] ijkm
(
l¯jtdpa
) (
q¯bku drb
) (
l¯isCq¯
am
v
)
O(1∼8)
l¯2q2u¯2
Y [ pr , st , u v ] (u¯asqpai) (u¯btqrbj) (l¯iuCl¯jv) , Y [ pr , st , u v ] (u¯bsqpai) (u¯at qrbj) (l¯iuCl¯jv) ,
Y [ p r , st , uv ] (u¯asqpai) (u¯btqrbj) (l¯iuCl¯jv) , Y [ p r , st , uv ] (u¯bsqpai) (u¯at qrbj) (l¯iuCl¯jv) ,
Y [ p r , s t , u v ] (u¯asqpai)
(
u¯btqrbj
) (
l¯iuCl¯
j
v
)
, Y [ p r , s t , u v ] (u¯bsqpai) (u¯at qrbj) (l¯iuCl¯jv) ,
Y [ pr , s t , uv ] (u¯asqpai) (u¯btqrbj) (l¯iuCl¯jv) , Y [ pr , s t , uv ] (u¯bsqpai) (u¯at qrbj) (l¯iuCl¯jv)
O(1∼4)
de¯l¯qu¯2
Y [ st ] (u¯at qrai) (l¯ivdub) (e¯pCu¯bs) , Y [ st ] (u¯btqrai) (l¯ivdub) (e¯pCu¯as) ,
Y [ s t ] (u¯at qrai)
(
l¯ivdub
) (
e¯pCu¯
b
s
)
, Y [ s t ] (u¯btqrai) (l¯ivdub) (e¯pCu¯as)
O(1∼4)
d2e¯l¯q¯u¯
Y [ pr ] ij (q¯ajt drb) (l¯isdpa) (e¯uCu¯bv) , Y [ pr ] ij (q¯bjt drb) (l¯isdpa) (e¯uCu¯av) ,
Y [ p r ] ij
(
q¯ajt drb
) (
l¯isdpa
) (
e¯uCu¯
b
v
)
, Y [ p r ] ij
(
q¯bjt drb
) (
l¯isdpa
)
(e¯uCu¯
a
v)
O(1∼8)
dl¯2qq¯u¯
Y [ rs ] ik (u¯avqubj) (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irCq¯bkt ) , Y [ rs ] ij (u¯avqubk) (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irCq¯bkt ) ,
Y [ rs ] ik (u¯cvqucj) (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irCq¯akt ) , Y [ rs ] ij (u¯cvquck) (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irCq¯akt ) ,
Y [ r s ] ik (u¯avqubj)
(
l¯jsdpa
) (
l¯irCq¯
bk
t
)
, Y [ r s ] ij (u¯avqubk)
(
l¯jsdpa
) (
l¯irCq¯
bk
t
)
,
Y [ r s ] ik (u¯cvqucj)
(
l¯jsdpa
) (
l¯irCq¯
ak
t
)
, Y [ r s ] ij (u¯cvquck)
(
l¯jsdpa
) (
l¯irCq¯
ak
t
)
O(1∼4)d2e¯2u¯2
Y [ pr , st , u v ] (duaCdvb) (e¯pCu¯as) (e¯rCu¯bt) , Y [ pr , s t , uv ] (duaCdvb) (e¯pCu¯as) (e¯rCu¯bt) ,
Y [ p r , s t , u v ] (duaCdvb) (e¯pCu¯as)
(
e¯rCu¯
b
t
)
, Y [ p r , st , uv ] (duaCdvb) (e¯pCu¯as) (e¯rCu¯bt)
O(1∼4)
dl¯2uu¯2
Y [ r s , u v ] ij
(
l¯jsdpa
) (
l¯irutb
) (
u¯auCu¯
b
v
)
, Y [ r s , uv ] ij (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irutb) (u¯auCu¯bv) ,
Y [ rs , u v ] ij (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irutb) (u¯auCu¯bv) , Y [ rs , uv ] ij (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irutb) (u¯auCu¯bv)
O(1∼4)
d2d¯l¯2u¯
Y [ pr , s t ] ij (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (d¯auCu¯bv) , Y [ p r , s t ] ij (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (d¯auCu¯bv) ,
Y [ p r , st ] ij (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (d¯auCu¯bv) , Y [ pr , st ] ij (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (d¯auCu¯bv)
(5.65)
Compared with [20], after taking flavor symmetries of fermion into account, operators we listed are more complete
than theirs. Some basis here could change into their form using the Fierz Identities
(
λA
)a
b
(
λA
)c
d
= δadδ
c
b − 13δab δcd ,
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αβδγκ + βγδακ + 
γαδβγ = 0. For example,
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv )
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯aku drb) (l¯isCq¯bmv )
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ikjm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv )
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ijkm (l¯jtdpa) (q¯bku drb) (l¯isCq¯amv )
=⇒

Y [ p r , st , uv ] ikjm (q¯mv dp) (q¯kudr) (l¯isCl¯jt)
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ijkm (q¯mv dp) (q¯kudr) (l¯isCl¯jt)
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ikjm (q¯mv λAdp) (q¯kuλAdr) (l¯isCl¯jt)
Y [ p r , st , uv ] ijkm (q¯mv λAdp) (q¯kuλAdr) (l¯isCl¯jt)
(5.66)
In most cases, the Fierz Identities won’t help us simplify the operators any further or put them in more familiar forms.
4. Operators involving 3 quarks and 3 lepton with ∆B = 1 and ∆L = −1 or 3, the type l3qu2 is relevant for the proton
three body decay:
O(1∼5)
d2el¯2u
Y [ p r , t u ] abcij
(
l¯itdpa
) (
l¯judrb
)
(esCuvc) , Y [ p r , t u ] abcij
(
l¯judrb
) (
l¯ituvc
)
(esCdpa) ,
Y [ p r , tu] abcij (l¯judrb) (l¯ituvc) (esCdpa) , Y [ pr , t u] abcij (l¯judrb) (l¯ituvc) (esCdpa) ,
Y [ pr , tu] abcij (l¯itdpa) (l¯judrb) (esCuvc)
O(1∼3)l3qu2
Y [ p r s , uv ] abcijkm (uubCuvc) (lpiClsk) (lrjCqtam) ,
Y [ p rs , uv ] abcikjm (uubCuvc) (lpiClsk) (lrjCqtam) ,
Y
[
p
r
s
, uv
]
abcikjm (uubCuvc) (lpiClsk) (lrjCqtam)
Oel2u3 Y
[
r s
t ,
u
v
]
abcij (uraCutc) (epCusb) (luiClvj)
Od3e¯l¯l Y
[
p r
s
]
abc (e¯ulvi)
(
l¯itdrb
)
(dpaCdsc)
Od3ee¯2 Y
[
p r
s , u v
]
abc (e¯uCe¯v) (dpaCdsc) (drbCet)
O(1∼4)
d2ll¯2q
Y [ p r , st ] abc (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (luiCqvcj) , Y [ p r , s t ] abc (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (luiCqvcj) ,
Y [ pr , s t ] abc (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (luiCqvcj) , Y [ pr , st ] abc (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtdrb) (luiCqvcj)
O(1,2)
d2ee¯l¯q
Y [ p r ] abc (l¯itdrb) (e¯uqvci) (esCdpa) , Y [ pr ] abc (l¯itdrb) (e¯uqvci) (esCdpa)
O(1∼4)
del¯2q2
Y [ st , uv ] abc (l¯jter) (l¯isdpa) (qubiCqvcj) , Y [ s t , u v ] abc (l¯jter) (l¯isdpa) (qubiCqvcj) ,
Y [ s t , uv ] abc (l¯jter) (l¯isdpa) (qubiCqvcj) , Y [ st , u v ] abc (l¯jter) (l¯isdpa) (qubiCqvcj)
(5.67)
5. Operators involving 2 quarks and 4 leptons with ∆B = 0 and ∆L = −2:
O(1∼7)
del¯3q¯
Y [ s tu ] ikjm (l¯kuer) (l¯jtdpa) (l¯isCq¯amv ) , Y [ s tu ] ijkm (l¯kuer) (l¯jtdpa) (l¯isCq¯amv ) ,
Y [ s tu ] ikjm (l¯kuer) (l¯isdpa) (l¯jtCq¯amv ) , Y [ s t u ] ikjm (l¯kuer) (l¯jtdpa) (l¯isCq¯amv ) ,
Y [ s t u ] ijkm
(
l¯kuer
) (
l¯jtdpa
) (
l¯isCq¯
am
v
)
, Y
[
s
t
u
]
ikjm
(
l¯kuer
) (
l¯jtdpa
) (
l¯isCq¯
am
v
)
,
Y
[
s
t
u
]
ijkm
(
l¯kuer
) (
l¯jtdpa
) (
l¯isCq¯
am
v
)
(5.68)
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O(1∼3)
dll¯3u¯
Y [ r s t ] ij (u¯avluk)
(
l¯jsdpa
) (
l¯irCl¯
k
t
)
,
Y [ r st ] ik (u¯avluj) (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irCl¯kt ) , Y [ rst ] ik (u¯avluj) (l¯jsdpa) (l¯irCl¯kt )
O(1,2)
dee¯l¯2u¯
Y [ s t ] ij
(
l¯jter
) (
l¯isdpa
)
(e¯uCu¯
a
v) , Y
[
s
t
]
ij
(
l¯jter
) (
l¯isdpa
)
(e¯uCu¯
a
v)
O(1∼3)
el¯3qu¯
Y [ r s t ] ij (u¯avquak)
(
l¯jsep
) (
l¯irCl¯
k
t
)
,
Y [ r st ] ik (u¯avquai) (l¯jsep) (l¯irCl¯kt ) , Y [ rst ] ik (u¯avquai) (l¯jsep) (l¯irCl¯kt )
(5.69)
6. Operators involving 6 leptons with ∆L = −2:
O(1∼4)
e2 l¯4
Y [ pr , s t uv ] ikjm (l¯jtep) (l¯kuer) (l¯isCl¯mv ) , Y [ pr , s tuv ] ikjm (l¯jtep) (l¯kuer) (l¯isCl¯mv ) ,
Y [ p r , s t u v ] ikjm
(
l¯jtep
) (
l¯kuer
) (
l¯isCl¯
m
v
)
, Y [ p r , s tu v ] ikjm (l¯jtep) (l¯kuer) (l¯isCl¯mv ) (5.70)
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we provided the full result of the independent dimension 9 operator basis in the SMEFT. The numbers
of operators at different levels are summarized in the table 5. According to our study, we find a total of 1262 terms,
in which the total number of flavor-specified operators for 3 fermion generations is 90456, while that for 1 fermion
generation is 560, agreeing with the previous counting9 [22, 37]. A complete list of dim-9 SMEFT operators is very
meaningful, because new operators with (∆B,∆L) = (±1,±3), (±2, 0) start to appear at dimension 9, which signal
the phenomenologies of the neutron-antineutron oscillations and the proton three-body decays with new physics scale
reachable for the future LHC experiments.
Our operator enumeration method starts from the amplitude-operator correspondence, where we one-to-one map
effective operators to local amplitudes. The correspondence provides a natural way to unambiguously divide the operator
space into subspaces that we call types, each consisting of operators at a given dimension that only generates local
amplitudes for a given set of external particles. Our categorization of types makes use of the EOM, and is more rigorous
than the old definition that only counts the apparent numbers of fields and derivatives in the operator. Moreover, the
repeated field issue for operators that becomes important at higher dimensions also has exact correspondence with the
spin-statistic constraint for amplitudes. The correspondence thus provides a novel path towards operator enumeration
– by enumerating the amplitude basis. We claim that the correspondence has deep physical reason, as both sides are a
complete basis of input for effective theories – on the amplitude side, it is interesting to see how the same amount of
input could be used to construct the whole theory in an on-shell way.
To enumerate independent flavor-specified operators for a given type, we introduce the concepts of the y-basis, m-
basis and p-basis operators. We develop the algorithm to enumerate the y-basis with the help of the auxiliary SU(N)
group for the Lorentz structures and the novel L-R procedure technique for the gauge groups, whose completeness
and independence are guaranteed by group theory. Based on the y-basis, the m-basis is obtained by converting y-basis
operators into a set of independent monomials that are familiar to the phenomenology community. The p-basis of
Lorentz structures and gauge group tensors of an operator, are obtained from either y-basis or m-basis by acting on
them with a set of symmetrizers, which are the basis of the left ideal in the symmetric group algebra for the repeated
fields. Combining the factors by the inner product decomposition, we build the “terms” as irreducible flavor tensors of
operators.
9The number of terms does not match that in [22] because we have slightly different definitions of the concept of “term”.
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The p-basis operators are usually combinations of multiple monomials as a result of symmetrization, which makes
them lengthy to express. In this work we provided a systematical way that we call “de-symmetrization” to solve the
problem by expressing our final result in the form of a Young symmetrizer acting on a monomial operator. The algorithm
was not discussed in detail in our previous paper. The subtlety was to guarantee the independence among the operators
with the same symmetrizer acting on different monomials, which is necessary only when nλ, the number of certain
representation space in a given type, is greater than one. The de-symmetrization procedure results in independent
combinations of the p-basis, thus named p′-basis, which have quite concise expressions with the Young symmetrizer
denoting the flavor symmetry.
One may also make the Young symmetrizer to act on the Wilson coefficient tensor with which the monomial operator
contracts, so that the operator becomes a monomial genuinely while the Young symmetrizer only serves as a reminder
of the symmetry of the Wilson coefficients. It is equivalent to the flavor relations that the traditional method of operator
enumeration applies to solve the repeated field issue. We summarize the advantages of our method and final notation
over the traditional method and notation:
• The completeness and independence are guaranteed by the underlining mathematical principle. The flavor sym-
metries among the Wilson coefficients are given systematically, unlike in the traditional treatment where flavor
relations should be found manually.
• It enables one to directly write down the flavor-specified operators by enumerating the flavor SSYT’s of the
corresponding flavor symmetry. This is the most important reason that we insist in expressing our final result as
the irreducible flavor tensors, as it is tricky to list the independent operators from the flavor relations accompanied
by the traditional form of the operators.
• We provide a systematic way to convert any basis into our y-basis without any ambiguity, or, by using the conver-
sion matrices that we also obtained, into any other basis that we provide here. Therefore, our basis could serve as
the standard basis of operators.
The last point will in principle benefit a lot of studies about effective field theory. For example, in matching between
the UV new physics and the SMEFT operators, an independent and complete basis of operators is necessary for an
unambiguous result. Therefore we need to identify the operator generated after integrating out heavy particles as a
unique coordinate with respect to an independent and complete operator basis. Note that in reducing such an operator to
our y-basis, terms eliminated by the EOM or the [D,D] identity in this paper should be kept in the form of other types
of operators. We will leave it for our future work.
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Note added
To our knowledge, Ref. [38] also presents a list of the dimension nine operators in the standard model effective field
theory which use the traditional method, imposing the constraints of EOM and IBP and finding the flavor relations after
obtaining an over complete set of operators to eliminate the redundancies. Our method compared to theirs guarantees
the independence and completeness with mathematical principles and separates different flavor permutation symmetries
of the operators or the Wilson coefficients as independent irreducible flavor tensors enabling readers to directly written
down the independent flavor components via enumerating certain semi-standard Young Tableau.
A Notations and Conversions among Bases
In this appendix, we present conversion relations of Lorentz structures between different notations for users’ conve-
nience. Relevant notations are Weyl spinors v.s. Dirac spinors and SL(2,C) spinor indices v.s. SO(3, 1) Lorentz
indices.
1. Converting four-component to two-component spinor
In this part, Ψ and Ψ¯ denote 4-component spinors, ξ and χ denote 2-component left-handed spinors, and their
Hermitian conjugates ξ†, χ† denote 2-component right-handed spinors. Generally, a 4-component spinor consists of a
2-component left-handed spinor ξα and a 2-component right-handed spinor χ†α˙
Ψ =
(
ξα
χ†α˙
)
, Ψ¯ = Ψ†γ0 =
(
χα, ξ†α˙
)
. (A.1)
Here we provide some conversion relations for the following spinor bilinears:
Ψ¯1Ψ2 =χ
α
1 ξ2α + ξ
†
1α˙χ
†α˙
2 ,
Ψ¯1γ
µΨ2 =χ
α
1σ
µ
αα˙χ
†α˙
2 + ξ
†
1α˙σ¯
µα˙αξ2α ,
Ψ¯1σ
µνΨ2 =χ
α
1 (σ
µν)α
βξ2β + ξ
†
1α˙ (σ¯
µν)
α˙
β˙χ
β˙
2 ,
ΨT1 CΨ2 =ξ
α
1 ξ2α + χ
†
1α˙χ
†α˙
2 ,
ΨT1 Cγ
µΨ2 =ξ
α
1 σ
µ
αα˙χ
†α˙
2 + χ
†
1α˙σ¯
µα˙αξ2α ,
ΨT1 Cσ
µνΨ2 =ξ
α
1 (σ
µν)α
βξ2β + χ
†
1α˙ (σ¯
µν)
α˙
β˙χ
†β˙
2 ,
Ψ¯1CΨ¯
T
2 =ξ
†
1α˙ξ
†α˙
2 + χ
α
1χ2α ,
Ψ¯1γ
µCΨ¯T2 =χ
α
1σ
µ
αα˙ξ
†α˙
2 + ξ
†
1α˙σ¯
µα˙αχ2α ,
Ψ¯1σ
µνCΨ¯T2 =ξ
†
1α˙ (σ¯
µν)
α˙
β˙ξ
†β˙
2 + χ
α
1 (σ
µν)α
βχ2β .
(A.2)
where in the chiral representation C = iγ0γ2 =
(
αβ 0
0 α˙β˙
)
=
(
−αβ 0
0 −α˙β˙
)
, γµ =
(
0 σµ
αβ˙
σ¯µα˙β 0
)
and
σµν =
i
2
[γµ, γν ] =
(
(σµν)α
β 0
0 (σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙
)
.
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The Hermitian conjugates of 2-component spinor bilinears mentioned above are given by
(χξ)
†
= −ξ†χ†,(
χσµξ†
)†
= −ξσµχ†,(
χ†σ¯µξ
)†
= −ξ†σ¯µχ,
(χσµνξ)
†
= −ξ†σ¯µνχ† ,
(A.3)
and the Hermitian conjugates of 4-component spinor bilinears mentioned above are given by(
Ψ¯1Ψ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2Ψ1,(
Ψ¯1γ
µΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2γµΨ1,(
Ψ¯1σ
µνΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2σµνΨ1,(
ΨT1 CΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2CΨ¯T1 ,(
ΨT1 Cγ
µΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2γµCΨ¯T1 ,(
ΨT1 Cσ
µνΨ2
)†
= −Ψ¯2σµνCΨ¯T1 .
(A.4)
2. σ techniques
The key of conversions between spinor indices and Lorentz indices is at the reduction of σ products. We employ
the following definitions: the metric gµν = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1); the Levi-Civita tensors 0123 = −0123 = +1 and
12 = 21 = +1; the sigma matrices σ
µ
αα˙ = (1αα˙, τ
i
αα˙)
µ, σ¯µα˙α = (1α˙α,−τ iα˙α)µ, with identity 1 and Pauli matrices
τ i, i = 1, 2, 3. σµαα˙ and σ¯
µα˙α are related by raising and lowering indices with the  tensor
σ¯µα˙α = αβα˙β˙σµ
ββ˙
We also define
(σµν)α
β =
i
2
(σµσ¯ν − σν σ¯µ)α β , (A.5)
(σ¯µν)
α˙
β˙ =
i
2
(σ¯µσν − σ¯νσµ)α˙ β˙ , (A.6)
from which we can directly obtain the decomposition of two σ products:
(σµσ¯ν)α
β =gµνδβα − i (σµν)α β , (A.7)
(σ¯µσν)
α˙
β˙ =g
µνδα˙
β˙
− i (σ¯µν)α˙ β˙ , (A.8)
For a σ chain consists of three or more σ’s, we may use the following three σ decomposition
(σµσ¯νσρ)αβ˙ =g
µνσρ
αβ˙
− gµρσν
αβ˙
+ gνρσµ
αβ˙
+ iµνρλσλαβ˙ , (A.9)
(σ¯µσν σ¯ρ)
α˙β
=gµν σ¯να˙β − gµρσ¯να˙β + gνρσ¯µα˙β − iµνρλσ¯α˙βλ , (A.10)
to recursively reduce it towards a linear combination of 1, σµ, σ¯µ, σµν , and σ¯µν .
To compute the trace of a σ chain, one can simply reduce the chain to the basic forms above, and use the following
equations
Tr 1 = 2, Tr σµ =Tr σ¯µ = Tr σµν = Tr σ¯µν = 0 . (A.11)
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N (n, n˜) classes
3 (2, 0) FLψ
2 + h.c. F 2Lφ+ h.c.
4 (1, 0) ψ2φ2 + h.c.
5 (0, 0) φ5
Table 6: All the sub-classes of Lorentz structures at dimension 5
N (n, n˜) classes
3 (3, 0) F 3L + h.c.
4 (2, 0) ψ4 + h.c. F 2Lψ
2φ+ h.c. F 2Lφ
2 + h.c.
(1, 1) ψ2ψ†2 ψψ†φ2D φ4D2
5 (1, 0) ψ2φ3 + h.c.
6 (0, 0) φ6
Table 7: All the sub-classes of Lorentz structures at dimension 6
At last we give a frequently used example of a four σ’s chain and its trace
σµσ¯νσρσ¯κ = (gµνgρκ − gµρgνκ + gνρgµκ + iµνρκ)1− i (gµνσρκ − gµρσνκ + gνρσµκ + iµνρλσλκ) ,
Tr (σµσ¯νσρσ¯κ) = 2gµνgρκ − 2gµρgνκ + 2gνρgµκ + 2iµνρκ,
Tr (σ¯µσν σ¯ρσκ) = 2gµνgρκ − 2gµρgνκ + 2gνρgµκ − 2iµνρκ.
(A.12)
B List of Classes up to Dimension 9
We list all the classes of Lorentz structures from dimension 5 to dimension 9, where ψ and ψ† represent particle with
helicity −1/2 and 1/2 respectively, FL and FR represent gauge bosons with helicity ∓1, φ represents scalar fields. The
gray operators in each class are those not possible to form by SM U(1)Y singlets.
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